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Abstract
An organism’s genome is the ultimate determinant of its functional potential. Understanding
genomes is therefore essential to understand function, and a foundational knowledge of a genome
is required transfer functions to and from microorganisms of interest. Sequencing DNA using
nanopores is a recent advance that resolves technological limitations of previous technologies,
enabling an improved understanding of genomes. For this thesis, I improved our understanding of
microbial genomes by developing computational approaches to analyze long read sequencing data,
setting the foundation for future synthetic biology work.
Long sequencing reads have enabled routine assembly of complete bacterial genomes by directly sequencing DNA extracted from bacterial communities. I showed that visualizing sequencing depth after filtering read alignments using a 95% query coverage cuto↵ (i.e., the entire read
aligns to the genome) enabled the detection of mis-assemblies. I also showed it can be applied
to detect recoverable alternate haplotypes containing important functional elements. Furthermore,
I used this approach to demonstrate that a circular genome for a novel species of Saccharibacteria, enriched from a heavy-metal polluted Northern Albertan tailings pond, contains a recently
acquired genomic island. I also determined this genomic island encodes heavy metal-resistance
genes, suggesting that horizontal gene transfer from its host may be possible under selective pressure in Saccharibacteria.
Another track of my thesis focused on applying nanopore sequencing on a marine diatom,
Phaeodactylum tricornutum, which has significant interest for synthetic biology applications like
producing low-cost glycosylated proteins. This species does not have a complete genome assembly, despite a draft sequence being available since 2008. To determine the full structure of the
genome, I used ultra-long sequencing reads to build a telomere-to-telomere genome assembly. I
also developed a novel, assembly-free approach to determine the number of chromosomes from
eukaryotes directly from nanopore sequencing reads as an orthogonal method to validate the assembly, which I term long-read karyocounting.
These studies provide complete genome assemblies for both novel bacterial species and a maiii

rine diatom who’s genome structure had yet to be resolved. The approaches in this thesis also
demonstrate that there is more information encoded in long read sequencing data than just the sum
of assembled sequence.

Keywords: nanopore sequencing, genome assembly, network analysis, Saccharibacteria, Phaeodactylum tricornutum, synthetic biology
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Lay summary
The code for life is written in every living organism’s DNA as a unique combination of 4
chemical letters. This combination, called the DNA sequence, determines what the living being
is capable of. Technology to characterize the sequence of DNA has improved dramatically since
2014 with the invention of “nanopore” DNA sequencing, where DNA is pulled through a tiny
pore for characterization. The main improvement is that the full size of a piece of DNA can be
characterized. For my thesis, I improved our understanding of DNA sequences for bacteria and
algae by developing new ways to analyze nanopore data, setting the foundation for future research
with these organisms.
Nanopore sequencing is improving how complete a DNA sequence can be. For example, while
the first human DNA sequence was published in 2001, it was not actually completed until 2021.
This new technology comes with new analysis challenges. I developed a filtering and visualization
method using the sequences to find analysis errors. I also showed that this same technique can be
used to uncover alternate versions of the DNA sequence when more than one exists. Furthermore,
I used these visuals to show that a recently discovered bacterium from the Canadian oil sands
contained a region of DNA that can move itself from one bacteria to another. This region contained
a DNA sequence that is known to pump toxic metals out of its cell, suggesting the bacterium may
be capable of acquiring new DNA regions to survive.
A separate track of my thesis focused on better understanding an algae with significant commercial interest because it can be used to make low-cost proteins like the SARS-CoV-2 proteins,
required for rapid COVID-19 testing kits. Although a DNA sequence for this algae was published
in 2008, it was not complete. In this thesis, I created the first complete DNA sequence for this
algae. I also developed a separate analysis method to determine how many unique genome pieces
(i.e., chromosomes) exist.
Overall, this thesis provides more complete DNA sequences for several new bacteria, and completes the DNA sequence for a commercially-valuable algae. The analysis methods I developed
show that there is more information encoded in the DNA sequence than just the combination of
v

the 4 di↵erent letters.
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Chapter 1
General introduction
1.1

DNA is the ultimate determinant for biological function

A living organism’s nucleic acid sequences are the ultimate determinant for its functional capability. This was discovered by determining that the causative material behind bacterial transformation
is deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) (1). Shortly after this discovery, the three-dimensional structure
of DNA was solved (2). More recent technological advances enabled scientists to determine the
sequence for the four canonical DNA bases that make up an organisms genetic code (adenine A, cytosine - C, guanine - G, and thymine - T) (3), enabling researchers to decode the genetic sequence of many organisms. It is through decoding the sequence of DNA that it has been possible to
understand how proteins, the molecular entities responsible for biological function, are ultimately
encoded in biological systems (4, 5).
The overall goal of my thesis is to improve our understanding of the genetic code for several
organisms by generating the best genome assemblies possible using a new DNA sequencing technology called nanopore sequencing, and developing new methods to ensure they are complete. To
do this, I developed novel computational approaches using the noisy (i.e., low signal to noise ratio
- therefore less accurate) ultra-long sequencing reads generated by the Oxford Nanopore Technologies MinION DNA sequencing platform. In particular, I: improved the detection of mis-assemblies
1

2
and alternate haplotypes of metagenomically-assembled whole genomes in Chapter 2; developed
an assembly-free method to estimate the number of eukaryotic nuclear chromosomes in Chapter 3;
I applied these new approaches to resolve the first telomere-to-telomere genome assembly for the
marine diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum in Chapter 4; and I characterized a novel species of a
recently proposed phylum, Patescibacteria, described in Chapter 5. The advances presented in this
thesis further our understanding into these micro-organisms by better understanding their genetic
code and genome structure, setting the foundation needed to enable future synthetic biology work
in these organisms.

1.2

The development of DNA sequencing

High quality DNA sequencing began with Frederick Sanger, who designed a method to determine
the sequence of nucleotides from DNA strands by replicating DNA in vitro using the enzyme
DNA polymerase in combination with 32 P-labelled chain-terminating di-deoxynucleoside triphosphates, followed by visualization by electrophoresis (3). Improvements to this method, such as
the incorporation of chain-terminating fluorescent dyes instead of radio-labelled nucleotides (6),
and automation using capillary gel electrophoresis (7) enabled DNA sequencing to be scaled to
thousands of bases per day. However, the human genome contains approximately 3.3 billion bases
(8), and even large bacterial genomes can contain up to 15 million bases (9). High-throughput
technologies were needed to generate enough data to assemble complete genomes inexpensively,
so that we could understand the functional potential of any organisms.

1.3

Techniques for high-throughput DNA sequencing

While DNA sequencing began with automating Sanger sequencing for the human genome project
(8, 10), the main driver to lowering the cost of DNA sequencing has been higher-throughput with
several di↵erent platforms, including pyrosequencing (11) commercialized by 454 Life Science,
and sequencing-by-synthesis (SBS) commercialized by Solexa, which was later acquired by Illu-
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mina (and will be referred to as Illumina sequencing) (12, 13). Other sequencing technologies
were developed, such as ABI SOLiD sequencing (14), Ion Torrent sequencing (15), but these technologies quickly became obsolete as the massive throughput and lower cost of SBS technologies
prevailed. While SBS techniques are well known, specific aspects of the methods cause limitations
during genome assembly that are addressed in this thesis, and are therefore reviewed here.

1.3.1

Sequencing-by-synthesis

To sequence DNA on the Illumina sequencing platform, purified DNA is randomly sheared, and
oligonucleotide sequencing adapters are ligated onto both ends of the double stranded DNA (dsDNA). The dsDNA is then denatured to single stranded DNA (ssDNA), and each of the adapters
bind to complimentary fragments attached to the flow cells, resulting in a closed loop. Once bound,
bridge amplification occurs, where unlabelled nucleotides and enzymes are added to the solution
to build dsDNA bridges. Denaturation occurs again, resulting in a single-stranded template, and
this process repeats until several million dense clusters of dsDNA are generated in each lane of the
flow cell. The first sequencing cycle begins by adding four fluorescently-labelled terminators and
primers, as well as other reagents like DNA polymerase. After fluorescent excitation with a laser,
the emitted fluorescence is captured, which is later converted to one of four canonical bases. The
fluorescent label is removed, leaving a 3’-hydroxy for the next nucleotide to be incorporated. This
cycle repeats until the end of the read (12).
This method has two major limitations:
1. The sequenced read length produced is typically around 150 bp (ranging from 75-250 bp).
2. The signal observed is fluorescence produced from polymerase-chain reaction (PCR) amplified DNA. The signal observed is therefore not a direct observation of the native DNA.
These limitations ultimately mean that downstream analyses of this technology platform has
great difficulty with assembling repetitive regions (discussed in Genome and Metagenome assembly), and information about the native DNA (e.g., DNA modifications such as 5-methylcytosine
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methylation) is lost before sequencing. In addition, PCR amplification is the source of a welldocumented limitation of Illumina sequencing such as GC-bias during the PCR amplification steps
(16–18). Poor amplification of high-GC regions can be caused by the presence of secondary structures and high melting points acting as permanent termination sites (19). This bias is especially
problematic when sequencing DNA derived from bacterial communities (metagenomes) since the
nucleic acid composition from various organisms may span a wide range of GC content. For example, the human pathogen Clostridium difficile has a GC content of approximately 28% (20), while
a common gut commensal bacteria such as Bifidobacterium longum has a much higher GC content
at approximately 60% (21). Some extremophiles such as Deinococcus radiodurans even have GC
content as high as 67% (22). The large di↵erence in GC content often causes amplification bias
during the PCR step, which causes parts of an inidividual genome to not be amplified, resulting
in partial data loss (23). This results in fragmented contig- or sca↵old-level genome assemblies.
Ultimately, this results in genome assemblies not being fully completed, limiting the biological
insights that can be obtained.

1.3.2

Amplicon sequencing

Targeted amplicon sequencing of the 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene is an approach that is
often used for culture-independent taxonomic surveys of bacterial communities because the 16S
rRNA gene is the basis of molecular taxonomy (24). While it is known that there is some sequence variation in regions of this gene, it is hypothesized that relationships between all bacteria
can be measured using it (25). Therefore, 16S rRNA targeted gene sequencing has been used to
investigate bacterial isolates and communities for taxonomic classification studies (26). Once highthroughput DNA sequencing became available, “universal primers”, were designed to amplify the
hyper-variable regions of the 16S rRNA gene from all bacteria in a community to obtain amplicons from all bacteria in a sample, which could later be analyzed and clustered by species (27, 28).
While this technology successfully captured the 16S rRNA gene sequences of many bacteria that
contained typical 16S rRNA gene sequences, there were still bacteria that were not captured by
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generating amplicons. It has been shown that there is a significant proportion of bacteria that contain 16S rRNA gene sequences that are too divergent to be amplified by these commonly used
universal primers, and that these bacteria comprise more than 15% of all known bacterial species
(29). This was determined after technological advances enabled whole genome assembly of these
bacteria from metagenomes. Amplification would not occur for many of 16S rRNA genes because
they contained unusual self-splicing introns, while other sequences were so divergent that commonly used universal primers (e.g., 515F and 806R (28)), would have failed to amplify. Therefore,
the search space for targeted amplicon sequencing experiments is strongly biased towards bacteria
with less divergent 16S rRNA sequences (which were often already well-studied bacteria). Targeted amplicon sequencing is thus not as suitable for discovery based experiments as is commonly
believed, especially for bacterial communities where many bacteria may still be unknown, such as
atypical or novel environmental samples.
16S rRNA gene sequencing has also been used to infer functional capabilities (30). A taxonomic lineage is commonly assigned by performing phylogenetic analysis of hyper-variable 16S
rRNA gene regions, and function is inferred from the genes available in reference genomes of
bacteria from that lineage. However, there is a critical limitation to this inference, namely that it
does not consider mobile genetic elements or the pangenome. Mobile genetic elements, such as
conjugative plasmids, provide a mechanism for horizontal gene transfer in the human microbiome
(31, 32) and other naturally occurring environments (33). These conjugative plasmids can transfer operons with unique functions that would not appear in a publicly available reference genome
for other species in the same genus. In addition, other elements like genomic islands have been
shown to transfer genetic elements within bacterial communities (34). Therefore, functional inferences from taxonomic assignment by 16S rRNA gene sequencing may not capture the functional
capability of a bacterium from a novel community.
These limitations are important to consider when designing an experiment since they will limit
the amount of biological and functional information that can be obtained. Nanopore sequencing
is a DNA sequencing technology that overcomes these limitations by providing an amplicon-free
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platform for whole metagenome sequencing.

1.3.3

Nanopore sequencing

Figure 1.1: Nanopore sequencing. DNA is unwound by a motor protein, passed through a biological pore along with an ionic current, and the electrical signal is observed as bases pass through.
This raw signal, recorded as “squiggles”, is later converted to DNA sequence using machine learning algorithms. Figure made with Biorender.com
Nanopore sequencing is a rapidly-evolving technology that has improved significantly since the
beginning of my thesis project. Improvements and important considerations are therefore reviewed
below, with a highlight on changes that have occurred since my thesis project began.
This new technology for DNA sequencing uses a biological nanopore composed of an ↵hemolysin engineered for DNA sequencing applications, which is embedded in a membrane (35).
The first demonstration of nanopore sequencing worked by passing both an ionic current and a
single-strand of DNA through a 2.6 nm diameter biological pore embedded on a lipid bilayer
membrane (36). Voltage is applied across the membrane, and the current is observed for each pore
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as the DNA polymer passes through, partially blocking the channel. As negatively charged DNA
molecules are passed through the pore, each base will produce a characteristic change in current
that can be converted back into sequence algorithmically (37).
Oxford Nanopore Technologies commercialized nanopore DNA sequencing, producing publicly accessible DNA sequencers since 2014 (38), however, the error rate was initially extremely
high, estimated at approximately 38% (39). The introduction of the R9 pore in 2017 enabled singlepass read accuracy of approximately 85% (40), with further improvements up to 94% single-pass
read accuracy with the R9.4 pore (41). While any individual read may have a 5-10% error rate
using the R9.4 nanopores, consensus bacterial genome assemblies using these reads can achieve
up to 99.99% accuracy (quality score of 40) because errors in basecalling are random, except for
stretches of homopolymers (42, 43). Systematic insertions or deletions occur at homopolymers
since there is no signal change as a homopolymer larger than 4-5 passes through the nanopore.
The number of bases is dependent only on time. As of October 2021, the modal accuracy of raw
sequencing reads (i.e., the accuracy of most sequencing reads) using the R9.4 pore was 98.3% according to Oxford Nanopore Technologies. An R10.3 nanopore with a dual-pore head (i.e., twice
the sensing area) was released to help resolve homopolymers, and using the most recent basecalling algorithms, Oxford Nanopore Technologies advertises that fully completed 99.999% accurate
genomes can be obtained. Homopolymers larger than 8-10 bases remain difficult to resolve with
high accuracy. This accuracy corresponds with the quality of Illumina genome assemblies, and
satisfies the definition of a “complete” genome in terms of consensus accuracy (44).

Library preparation
Two of the main library preparation methods (Figure 1.2) that Oxford Nanopore Technologies
provides (ligation based and transposome based) di↵er significantly from Illumina sequencing.
The choice in library preparation method is critical for downstream analysis, since the efficiency
of each method for circular and linear DNA is di↵erent (45). For the ligation-based chemistry (46),
sequencing adapters are ligated directly onto blunt ends of native dsDNA. Generally, this enables
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the length of sequenced fragments to be the length of the input DNA, however, in practice this is
limited by hydrodynamic shear when preparing the sequencing library by pipetting (47). The end
result is that there is a practical limit to the fragment length of DNA that can be obtained without
taking special precautions. This protocol often results in a maximum read length N50 of 15-50
kilobases, depending on the sample type. However, a limitation to this is that small circular or
supercoiled plasmids that are not sheared by pipetting will not have sequencing adapters attached,
and will therefore not be sequenced.
The other library preparation method, the transposome-based chemistry, also called the rapid
chemistry (48), involves randomly cleaving the DNA fragment and simultaneously attaching the
sequencing adapter using a proprietary transposome complex. There are fewer steps involved in
the library protocol for this, so it is possible to reduce hydrodynamic shear with this chemistry
and produce longer read lengths. With this method, small plasmids can be sequenced since the
transposome complex will cleave the plasmid randomly. Recovering small plasmids has been
observed to occur more often using the rapid chemistry, than the ligation chemistry (45).
The choice of library preparation method is therefore important when sequencing di↵erent
types of DNA. In the context of metagenome assembly, while the ligation kit optimizes for throughput and read length, it is biased against circular DNA elements where a free dsDNA end is not
available for adapter ligation. Circular bacterial chromosomes are sheared into multiple linear
fragments when pipetting, but smaller circular plasmids may not be sheared. The choice of library
preparation method therefore may have an impact on the ability to assemble a full genome for an
organism, and should be considered accordingly.
Nanopore sequencing enables observation of native DNA
A major di↵erence with nanopore sequencing when compared to previous technologies is that the
data obtained is a direct measurement of electrical signal of the native DNA, without amplification
steps. There are two major advantages to this:
1. Signal information of modified DNA bases can be captured in addition to the canonical bases
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Figure 1.2: Two major methods for library preparation. Left, sequencing adapters with motor
proteins are ligated using a T4 blunt end ligase after DNA repair. Right, a transposome complex
simultaneously cleaves and attaches adapters, resulting in two dsDNA fragments, each with a
sequencing adapter attached. Figure made with Biorender.com
since native DNA is sequenced.
2. The read length is theoretically dependent only on the length of the input DNA, rather than
the length of an amplicon.
Since an electrical signal of the native DNA is observed, modified bases, such as the 5methylcytosine and 5-hydroxymethylcytosine found in human DNA can be detected, in addition
to and separately from the standard 4 canonical bases (49). This has been recently shown for the
E. coli methylome (50) and the human methylome (51). More recent software development has
enabled the detection of many types of methylation motifs in metagenomic data de novo by comparing the native DNA raw signal to whole-genome amplified signal (52) to identify methylated
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motifs. This information has even been used in real time to enhance decision-making on how
aggressively to resect brain tumours during surgery since DNA methylation patterns are strongly
correlated with prognosis (53). In addition to improving the contiguity (i.e., the size and number
of the overlapping fragments representing the genome) of genome assemblies by providing long
reads, nanopore sequencing also enables additional epigenetic information to be obtained in real
time.
Nanopore sequencing enables real time target enrichment
Nanopore sequencing has now been used to perform real-time target enrichment by aligning bases
against a reference in real time. The optimal translocation speed is currently approximately 400450 bases per second (46). A 50 kb read would therefore take about two minutes to completely
pass through the pore. If the first few hundred bases are analyzed and it is determined the fragment
being sequenced is not a target, the voltage can be reversed to eject the strand of DNA from the
pore in real time (54, 55). This can save significant sequencing capacity for on-target sequences
only, and has already been able to enrich targeted human genome sequences to over 30X coverage
(55).
Quality of Nanopore sequencing
The trade-o↵ with nanopore sequencing has typically been the ability to obtain longer reads at
the expense of read accuracy. Initially, the read accuracy was extremely poor, with an alignment
accuracy less than 10% in 2014 (56), which represents a Phred score quality value (q-score) of less
than 1. A q-score (Q) is logarithmically related to the probably of the base call error probabilities
(P) (57). A q-score is defined as:

Q = 10 ⇥ log10(P)
A table of Q-score, basecall accuracy and the corresponding error-rate (which usually ranges
from a Q value of 1-50) is shown in Table 1.1.
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Quality value Base call accuracy
1
20.56%
10
90%
20
99%
30
99.9%
40
99.99%
50
99.999%

Error rate
8 in 10
1 in 10
1 in 100
1 in 1000
1 in 10 000
1 in 100 000

Table 1.1: Correspondence of q-score, base call accuracy and error rate. Illumina reads are
typically Q30, while Oxford Nanopore reads are often around Q10, and with the latest chemistry
advances, around Q20.

At the start of my thesis projects in 2018, modal Q-scores generated from nanopore sequencing
were around 9, but are now around 15. The most recent chemistry enables modal Q-scores of 20
or higher (58). While quality used to be a trade-o↵ for nanopore sequencing, both long and high
quality reads can now be routinely obtained.

1.4

Methods for high-molecular weight DNA extraction

The read length achieved in nanopore sequencing is often limited by the input DNA fragment
length. It is therefore essential to optimize DNA extraction to maintain the integrity of highmolecular weight DNA (59). Commercially available DNA extraction kits have been optimized for
ease-of-use rather than maintaining high-molecular weight DNA since relatively short fragments
(less than 1 kb) are needed for Illumina and Sanger sequencing.
Gentle cell lysis can often be achieved enzymatically in the presence of a detergent such as
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and high salt for gram negative bacteria, even from tough environmental or soil samples (60). Cell lysis with proteinase K in the presence of detergent is often
e↵ective for gram negative bacteria since they do not contain a complex peptidoglycan layer (61),
however, cell wall disruption is often difficult for gram-positive bacteria. Mechanical lysis using
“bead-beating” is often employed, and this is typically e↵ective for both gram positive and gram
negative bacteria (62), but at the cost of high-molecular weight DNA, since the beads will mechan-
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ically shear the DNA. Depending on the composition of the cell wall for various microorganisms,
it may be more difficult to e↵ectively lyse certain cell types, especially in soil, leading to biases
when considering the relative abundance of each organism (63). Other organisms, like the marine diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum, have a cell wall composed of silica and polysaccharides
(64, 65) that are not easily lysed by commonly used enzymes such as lysozyme. To extract highmolecular weight DNA in this diatom, the current best method is to mechanically grind cells in
liquid nitrogen to expose the nucleus, followed by digestion of proteins in the nuclear envelope
with proteinase K (66).
To capture genome assemblies from complex environmental metagenome samples where the
exact composition is unknown, it is therefore critical to minimize DNA extraction bias towards
gram negative bacteria by the addition of one or more lytic enzymes such as achromopeptidase
(67), chitinase (68), lyticase (69), lysostaphin (70), lysozyme (71), and mutanolysin (72), which
can increase yield from difficult-to-lyse bacteria. Although each DNA extraction technique will
typically result in some bias (73), addition of several lytic enzymes can reduce the bias and improve
the overall DNA yield obtained (74).
Furthermore, liquid handling also needs to be considered. During the extraction protocol, it is
important to minimize hydrodynamic shearing, such as eliminating vortexing, mixing tubes slowly
by inversion, and using wide-bore pipette tips when transferring DNA (75).
When DNA is partially sheared after DNA extraction, it is also possible to remove short fragments by selectively precipitating larger DNA fragment (76). Using a combination of high-salt
and a bu↵er containing polyvinylpyrrolidone-360K or polyethylene glycol 8000 (77, 78), short
fragments of DNA can be removed, which can help increase the average read length.
To obtain the best possible DNA sequencing data for nanopore sequencing, it is important to
optimize DNA extraction protocols to maintain fragment length. This can be done by carefully
considering cell lysis efficiency and biases when designing the protocol, and to ensure hydrodynamic shearing caused by liquid transfer and mixing is minimized.
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1.5

Genome and metagenome assembly

Since DNA sequencing reads are less than the length of the genome being investigated (with the
exception of very small viral genomes and plasmids), re-building the complete genome sequence
from sub-sequences is required. Algorithms developed for reconstructing genomes are highly dependent on the sequencing technology used. The advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm
and its associated technology is reviewed below to highlight where areas of improvement remain
for genome and metagenome assemblies.

1.5.1

Overlap layout consensus for Sanger sequencing

Overlap layout consensus was one of the first approaches developed to rebuild contiguous sequence
from sequencing reads (79, 80). This involves looking for sequence overlaps between each read,
and stitching together overlapping reads to generate a contiguous DNA sequence (contig). This
approach was commonly used for Sanger sequencing because of the extremely high quality reads
and low sequencing coverage from this technology, however, it became computationally expensive
as sequencing coverage increased and sequence length decreased. In addition, the relatively short
read length of Sanger reads (less than 1 kb) made it impossible to resolve repetitive regions that
are larger than the length of the read itself, such as a duplicated 16S rRNA gene.

1.5.2

New algorithms and data structures for high-throughput Illumina sequencing

Illumina sequencing created a new algorithmic problem - the reads were very short (initially 30
bases, now up to 250 bases long), and there was a very large amount of data to efficiently handle in
a single dataset (millions to billions of individual reads per experiment). Overlap consensus layout
assembly was no longer computationally tractable (81).
An alternate data structure, the De Bruijn graph, was introduced to reduce computational complexity (82). Instead of using each read as a vertex, with edges between vertices representing
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overlaps between reads, the De Bruijn Graph structure breaks down all reads in a dataset into a
series of k-mers. Each k-mer is instead used as a vertex to create a Eulerian cycle (i.e., a trail of
vertices that starts and ends at the same vertex) between vertices that can reconstruct the genome
(83). The size of the assembly graph for this new data structure was therefore dependent on the
genome size (i.e., number of unique k-mers in the dataset) instead of the number of reads, enabling
much greater computational efficiency for re-building genomes where there is a deep sequencing
depth. A genome assembler that adopted this algorithm was Velvet (84), which was intended for
small genome sizes (bacterial or fungal). Additional algorithmic advances enabled full genome
assembly for human-sized genomes with assemblers like SOAPDenovo (81).
However, there are four major assumptions for using De Bruijn graphs with high-throughput
sequencing platforms noted previously (83), that are not necessarily true for high-throughput sequencing.
1. It’s possible to generate all k-mers in a genome. This is not possible with the Illumina platform because of the polymerase-chain reaction steps - any region with extreme GC content
will cause k-mers to be under represented.
2. All k-mers are error free (i.e., the sequencing instrument is error free). The accuracy
rate of Illumina is intended to achieve Q30, which corresponds to an error rate of 1 in 1000.
Since millions of reads will be produced, reads with errors occur due to random chance.
3. Each k-mer appears at most once in a genome. Genomes may have gene duplicates, which
would cause k-mers to appear more than once (e.g., duplicated 16S rRNA gene sequences,
transposons, etc).
4. The genome consists of a single circular chromosome. This is often not the case for
bacteria, since they may contain additional circular elements like plasmids.
All k-mers in a given genome may not be generated during Illumina sequencing due to GC bias,
resulting in missing k-mers in the dataset. This is one reason why Illumina genome assemblies
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often result in contig or sca↵old level assemblies. On the other hand, when k-mers are present
more than once in a genome, it becomes impossible to determine the correct assembly graph,
and this is another major reason why many Illumina-only bacterial genome assemblies remain as
contigs. There can be duplicated k-mers that make it impossible to determine a unique solution
to the assembly graph. Additionally, extrachromosomsal elements, such as plasmids may interfere
with the set of reads obtained. For example, a high-copy plasmid may generate a large proportion
of the sequencing reads, reducing the sequencing coverage of the genome being investigated.
Ultimately, the major limitation to high-throughput short read sequencing remains the read
length, which often leads to broken assemblies due to repetitive regions. These assumptions can
be somewhat compensated for algorithmically by genome assemblers, but for short-read and highthroughput genome assemblies, the k-mer size is the limit of the repeat size that can be resolved.

1.5.3

New algorithms and data structures for error-prone long read sequencing

Algorithms for long-read sequencing have been designed with new heuristics because many of the
underlying assumptions are incompatible with the new data type, that is, noisy very-long reads.
New challenges arise from error-prone long read sequencing generated by the Oxford Nanopore
MinION platform.
1. Nanopore sequencing has a relatively high error rate. The error rate for basecalling
of nanopore sequenced DNA is much higher than previous sequencing platforms, with the
typical modal read accuracy typically achieving Q10-Q15 average read quality (at the time
of writing). The same sequencing data basecalled in 2017 and re-basecalled in 2021 using
updated models shows a large improvement in read accuracy, and quality can vary depending
on the basecalling model used.
2. All k-mers can be sequenced, but homopolymer bases remain an issue. Since the Oxford
Nanopore platform sequences native DNA, there is minimal to no technical bias introduced
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during the library preparation protocol caused by nucleotide frequency. However, since there
is no change of signal as long homopolymer stretches pass through the pore, predicting the
number of bases at homopolymer regions is dependent solely on time. When homopolymers
are approximately 5 bases or longer, the accuracy of the basecalled regions is lower.
A computationally efficient implementation for long-read assembly of bacterial genomes based
on overlap-consensus layout based assembly is available with minimap2 and miniasm (85), which
perform the overlap and layout steps, respectively. Another algorithm that instead uses repeatgraphs for efficient genome assembly is available with Flye (86). Interestingly, a recent review on
state-of-the-art prokaryotic genome assembly tools found that while several assemblers typically
produce excellent results in specific circumstances (87), no single assembler was the best in all
categories tested.

1.5.4

Polishing long-read assemblies

Genome assembly for long-read sequencing data typically creates a noisy draft assembly first, and
then error-correction is performed in a process called ’polishing’ (88, 89). The major assumption
is that obtaining high sequencing coverage produces a much higher quality consensus sequence
because the basecalling errors are random. This is often the case, however, systematic errors do
exist in the case of homopolymer bases. In addition, because the native DNA is sequenced, any
modifications to the DNA (such as methylation) may a↵ect the quality of the basecall since the
signal will di↵er from the trained model based on the canonical base structure. This can be an issue
when sequencing organisms with unique DNA modifications that di↵er from what the basecalling
models were trained with.
Several algorithms have been developed for polishing a draft long-read assembly. Pilon (90)
can be used to create high quality consensus sequences, however, it requires Illumina reads to
be available. The currently recommended polishing approach for nanopore-only sequencing combines one round of Racon (91) with one round of Medaka (provided by Oxford Nanopore Technologies). Other approaches to polishing a final genome assembly include taking multiple assemblies
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and determining the consensus with Trycycler (43). For eukaryotic genomes, haplotype aware
polishing methods have recently been published (92).
Technological advances to long read sequencing technology have improved our ability to generate more complete genomes. While DNA sequencing for the human genome begun in 1990 with
the human genome project, it was not until 2021 that one human genome was fully sequenced and
assembled (93). In 2001, two reports were published where a draft of the human genome was
obtained (8, 10), and this was significantly improved in 2003 by completing a significant majority of the euchromatic genome (94). However, it is important to note that due to limitations of
short-read sequencing technology, many repeats (centromeres, telomeres, segmental duplications)
could not be resolved with reads shorter than the repetitive region itself. The advances in long read
sequencing, both accurate reads generated from Pacific Biosciences and ultra-long reads from Oxford Nanopore Technologies enabled the full completion of the genome, including the placement
of repetitive regions. In addition, several new algorithmic approaches were developed for polishing to a final quality value above 70 (95). The ability to routinely sequence and fully assemble
human genomes in the future will enable personalized medicine to significantly improve the health
outcomes for disease.

1.5.5

Algorithms and tools for metagenome assembly

The first report describing the assembly of near-complete genomes from metagenomes was in
2004 (96). Two near-complete genomes were recovered in addition to three partial genomes using shotgun sequencing. Assembling bacterial genomes directly from bacterial communities (i.e.,
metagenome assembly) presents even more challenges. Advances in sequencing throughput have
enabled the capture of high sequencing coverage in many bacterial communities, including from
projects like The Human Microbiome Project (97) and the TARA ocean metagenome project (98).
However, these communities are extremely complex, often containing hundreds of species with
varying nucleotide frequencies and sequencing coverage. In addition, there are genes and other
genomic fragments that may be highly conserved in a community, where most or all of the bacteria
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may contain a highly similar copy of the same gene (e.g., conserved regions of the 16S rRNA gene
(98, 99)), causing short-read genome assemblies to break at these regions.
metaSpades (100) is an assembler developed using Spades (101) as a base, with advances to address some of the di↵erence between genomes and metagenomes. More efficient algorithms such
as a succinct De Bruijn graph have also been implemented (102). After contiguous sequences are
generated, determining which organism they are derived from presents a challenge. To generate
a collection of contigs that likely originate from the same organism, several “binning” algorithms
have been developed. Concoct was one of the first algorithms proposed that uses nucleotide composition and sequencing coverage to group contigs into “bins” that each represent a conceptual
single genome (103). MetaBat2 uses tetranucleotide frequency and other algorithms to bin contigs together (104). Further yet, the DAS tool was developed to combine the output from existing
genome binning methods and use the strengths of each algorithm to aggregate bins (105). To visualize these bins, Anvi’o has enabled aggregating many analyses into a single visualization platform
(106). While automated binning algorithms are often very e↵ective, Anvi’o enables manual curation of bins to remove spurious artifacts and analyze partial genome assemblies manually. The key
is that a bin is a collection of small contigs that are predicted to be derived from the same genome.
For long reads, metagenome assemblers with novel algorithms have been developed specifically for error-prone reads such as with metaFlye (107), Canu (108), and Raven (109). It was
shown that a mock community can be sequenced very deeply and all individual bacteria can be
fully assembled, directly from metagenome data (110). While mock communities are great for
case studies, the complexity does not represent the complexity of a naturally occurring community
in the human microbiome, or environmental samples. New studies have demonstrated that complete genomes can be assembled directly from human stool samples (111). With new tools, it is
now possible to generate hundreds of complete, circularized genomes from a single sample (112).
Further to this, we provided a proof of principle showing that the majority of a community could
be assembled and validated (113) in Chapter 5.
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1.5.6

Genome validation and quality control

An important question that is difficult to ask on a per-genome basis when tens or hundreds of
genomes are generated is “how good is the assembly quality of this genome”? Mis-assemblies do
occur, and validation of contiguity and sequence is an important part of the process. While this was
likely less of an issue with Sanger sequencing due to extremely high basecalling quality (Q50),
more technical errors were introduced in Illumina reads (Q30), and even more are introduced
in nanopore reads (Q10). Due to the trade-o↵ between read length and raw read quality, it is
important to consider this question since, to the best of our knowledge, genome and metagenome
assemblers for nanopore-only assemblies do not provide estimates of the assembly quality for each
contig or genome produced. Interpretation of the output is left to the researcher, but in the case of
datasets with many genomes, it is often not performed. This is important to consider since it has
been shown that many long-read assemblers su↵er from inaccurate circularization of the bacterial
genome, often leading to missing sequence in the output (87).
Several genome quality tools have been developed, each answering the question of assembly quality in di↵erent ways. REAPR ensures paired-end Illumina reads are correctly aligned
throughout an assembled bacterial genome (114). QUAST can check genome assembly quality by
comparing to a reference genome, and also can provide descriptive statistics such as the number of
contigs, their size, the sequencing coverage of each contig for de novo assembled genomes (115).
MetaQuest can perform this function for metagenomes (116). However, the main function of both
QUAST and MetaQUAST is comparing to an already assembled reference, which cannot provide
a quality estimate for a unique de novo assembled genome. In addition, these tools also assume
that the reference being used is correct and accurately represents the assembled genome.
For genome bins generated from metagenomes, it has been proposed to use the expected number of single-copy core genes to estimate how “complete” or “redundant” a genome bin is. CheckM
has been specifically developed for prokaryotic genomes (117), and the software tool BUSCO
(Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs) is available for eukaryotes (118). A limitation
of these tools, however, is that if there is a novel genome identified, the results from these tools
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can falsely suggest a poor assembly. For example, it has been noted that bacterial members of the
recently proposed Candidate Phyla Radiation often contain fewer of what is considered the core
set of “essential” bacterial genes (29), and this has lead to a proposal to modify the current tree
of life (119). These genome bins would therefore often appear to lack several single-copy core
genes, resulting in an apparent “poor quality” assembly, even though the assembly may have been
good quality. For BUSCO predictions, it is often required to choose the appropriate collection of
single-copy core genes based on the taxonomic rank of the species being investigated. Related to
this, another approach that estimates the percentage of truncated open-reading frames caused by
poor nanopore polishing has been proposed (120).
Merqury is a recently proposed tool that estimates the quality value (QV) of an assembled
genome estimating the number of k-mers present in the genome assembly that are not present in
a set of mapped Illumina reads (121). This is a step towards estimating the quality of genome
assemblies in a reference free manner, although it does require Illumina reads.
For nanopore-generated genomes, especially those assembled from metagenomes, there are
few tools available to check the quality of genomes after assembly. One validation method recently
proposed has been to ensure that there is at least one read that aligns across the genome, with a
minimum alignment length of the average read size (111). However, a single read is not sufficient
evidence to ensure there are no mis-assemblies when sequencing depth is often at least 100 fold.
Importantly, none of these quality metrics evaluate whether a genome assembly is fully contiguous or biologically complete for de novo assemblies. They report only the characteristics of
assembled contigs, without biological inference. There is therefore an important gap, discussed
in this thesis, which is novel approaches for ensuring genome assembles for bacterial genomes,
metagenomically-assembled genomes, and eukaryotic genomes are complete and contiguous.

1.5.7

Metagenome sequencing revised the tree of life

Thanks to the advances in high-throughput sequencing and analysis algorithms, the tree of life was
revised to account for the more than 15% of bacterial sequences recently obtained through genome-
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resolved metagenomics that diverged from the previous tree. In 2015, 8 complete and 789 draft
genomes were reconstructed from publicly available data to infer a new bacterial lineage, Candidate Phyla Radiation (CPR) (29). Many of these bacteria are obligate epibionts, living directly on
the cells of other hosts. As a result, this phylum has been better characterized due to improvements
to genome-resolved metagenomic sequencing. This work ultimately lead to a proposed revision
of the tree of life, to include a new superphylum CPR as a completely separate clade of bacteria
(119). Many of the bacteria belonging to this phylum are unculturable, and therefore have not been
thoroughly investigated. I assemble and explore one such bacterium in Chapter 5.

1.6

Scope and objectives of this thesis

At the beginning of my thesis, there were very few examples in the literature of completing bacterial genomes directly from metagenomes. There were also relatively few publications using the
Oxford Nanopore MinION platform for DNA sequencing. The beginning of my thesis project
was a collection of hypothesis-generating projects where I could apply nanopore sequencing to
learn the most recent technological advances in the DNA sequencing and genome assembly fields.
While nanopore sequencing has been available through early access programs since 2014 from
Oxford Nanopore Technologies, a version that could achieve a tolerable accuracy of 90% per read
was not made available until October 2016. During the beginning of my PhD thesis work in 2017,
I began applying this technology to determine its capabilities, short falls, and to determine areas
where data analysis could be improved. At the time, there were few studies using this technology,
and few algorithms had been developed to process the data until later into my thesis project.
DNA extraction protocols intended for Illumina sequencing weren’t designed to maintain the
integrity of the DNA, however for nanopore sequencing, I optimized a protocol for efficient, highmolecular weight DNA extraction from initial exploratory projects. One such project was characterizing the microbiome of an activated charcoal filter at a wastewater treatment facility at an
oil refinery. Initially, this environment was especially difficult to obtain high-molecular weight
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DNA since the charcoal adsorbs high concentrations of metals, toxic hydrocarbons like naphthenic acids and asphaltenes, and other hydrocarbons that interfered with commercial kits and
spin columns. Successfully developing a high-molecular weight extraction protocol for this difficult environment enabled me to apply the techniques to other projects, including metagenomic
sequencing of a 1-adamantanecarboxylic acid-degrading community generated in Chapter 2 and
5, and high-molecular weight DNA extraction of Phaeodactlyum tricornutum in Chapter 3 and 4,
with sequencing read N50s surpassing 25 kb and 35 kb, respectively. While not presented as a
separate chapter, optimizing DNA extraction protocols for each sample was necessary to achieve
the completed genome assemblies described in this thesis. Obtaining Very long sequencing reads
larger than 50 kilobases was essential for successfully completing a telomere-to-telomere genome
in Chapter 4, completing the metagenomically-assembled whole genome in Chapter 5, understanding limitations of current quality control methods in Chapter 2, and developing algorithms to
estimate the number of eukaryotic chromosomes in Chapter 3.
An important issue in the field of genome assembly right now, both from bacterial metagenome
and eukaryotic genome assemblies derived from nanopore data, is being able to estimate the quality
of de novo assembled genomes in terms of per-base accuracy, contiguity, and structural completeness. Estimating the quality of genome assemblies, and even the number of chromosomes in an
organism remains a challenge without an already complete reference genome. In Chapter 2, I
showed that mis-assemblies, such as deletions go undetected without visual inspection of each
genome assembled from a metagenome, and that this is critically important because large alternative bacterial haplotypes or multiple strains can exist in bacteria with fluid genomes, such as
when a mobile genetic elements is inserted into only a subset of the population. In Chapter 3, I
show that it is possible to estimate the number of chromosomes using only long-read sequence
data for novel eukaryotes that are difficult or impossible to karyotype due to the structure of their
cell walls. This methodological advance was instrumental for completing the telomere-to-telomere
genome of Phaeodactylum tricornutum in Chapter 4, which could not be resolved with similar data
as recently as 2021 (122). Finally, I applied all of these principles to describe a novel species of
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Saccharimonadaceae in Chapter 5 that contains a novel genomic island, potentially from its host
bacterium.
Overall, this thesis presents advances to genome analysis and interpretation using state-of-theart technology that enables more accurate genome assemblies. These studies have resulted in new
approaches for evaluating genome assemblies for both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, and examples
of their applications are shown in this thesis. Improving DNA sequencing and assembly methods
enables a more complete genomic understanding of newly discovered organisms, and an improved
understanding of organisms that have potential industrial uses in the field of synthetic biology.

1.7
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Chapter 2
Filtering long reads detects deletions in
genome assemblies
2.1

Introduction

New long read sequencing platforms such as the Oxford Nanopore minION and PacBio HiFi
platforms facilitate bacterial genome assembly. Both platforms can provide read lengths that
are longer than typical repetitive regions in bacterial genomes, enabling accurate and complete
isolate bacterial genome assembly. Recent advances to the Oxford Nanopore platform, such as
enhanced basecalling accuracy and increases in both read N50 (a measure of read length) and
throughput, have vastly improved the ability to generate accurate genome assemblies. Furthermore,
longer read N50s and new metagenome assembly algorithms (1–3) now permit the completion of
metagenomically-assembled whole genomes (MAWGs) directly from bacterial communities. This
has been validated in mock bacterial communities (4) and applied to novel bacterial communities
(5, 6). Depending on the complexity, composition of the community, and data quality, it is now possible to circularize the most abundant species, and even to fully assemble and close most bacterial
genomes from a single metagenomic nanopore sequencing experiment. Furthermore, there may be
two or more populations of single species of alternate haplotypes that co-exist in a metagenome
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due to the addition or removal of mobile genetic elements.
However, the ability to generate multiple complete genomes directly from metagenomic sequencing experiments should come with the responsibility to ensure each genome is high quality.
The gold standard to evaluate genome completeness and contiguity is to ensure consistent read
coverage using paired-end Illumina reads and a tool such as REAPR (7). This validation procedure is not possible when Nanopore-only sequencing is used. Other common genome quality
assessment tools like CheckM (8) and BUSCO (9) look for the presence of marker genes. However, this approach can only provide information about the expected gene content for a complete
genome, not the contiguity of the assembly itself. This approach also has only recently accounted
for genomes of unexpected low marker gene content, such as the smaller genomes from the Candidate Phyla Radiation (10). Recently developed tools such as Merqury use a k-mer based approach
when Illumina reads are available to estimate genome assembly quality (11), however obtaining
complimentary Illumina data may not always be possible.
At a minimum, a complete and accurate nanopore-assembled MAWG should have tiled and
consistent long-read coverage with no gaps present. Recently developed workflows, such as Lathe
(5), identifies misassemblies by finding regions spanned by one or zero long reads in windows
smaller than the average read length. Another proposed validation method is to visualize each
contig or completed genome with a coverage plot of filtered reads by query coverage. Such an
approach has been used for validating contiguity in hybrid-assembled contigs (12) and has been
proposed to evaluate de novo assembled genomes from metagenomes in a reference-free manner
(6). In addition to visualizing coverage, ensuring that only correct alignments are retained can
influence downstream processes such as a↵ecting the functional understanding of the bacteria in
question. For Illumina reads, other tools have been developed to filter reads by removing any
reads with soft or hard clips like SamClip (13). However, this approach is not suitable for long
error-prone reads since was designed for short reads only, and it will falsely exclude many true
alignments because many long read alignments for nanopore typically contain soft-clipping (i.e.,
bases are trimmed from 5’ and 3’ end of alignment) due to lower per-base accuracy of nanopore
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reads. Filtering long reads by query coverage has been used previously (6, 12) and has been
implemented in recent isolate bacterial genome assembly workflows like Trycycler (14). However,
investigation of the consequences of mis-mapped long reads in completed genomes generated from
metagenomic data has yet to be described.
In this work we propose that each long-read MAWG should be individually evaluated using a coverage-based approach. We show that filtering Nanopore reads by query coverage and
length is essential to identify bacterial strains or haplotypes and mis-assembled genomes. We
demonstrate that applying filtering reduces the number of mis-aligned reads for genomes extracted
from whole metagenome datasets. Performing this extra step for each metagenomically-assembled
whole genome will help ensure that only high-quality MAWGs are deposited into public databases.
Filtering is enabled by a fast, easy-to-use, and publicly available tool called Gerenuq developed in
this work for common alignment formats.
Note: During the time that data was collected and analyzed for this project in 2019, stateof-the-art genome assemblers for long reads were not able to resolve haplotypes in bacterial
metagenomes. It was not until October and November 2020 that tools were available for resolving
haplotypes, were published and publicly available (1, 15). The initial results for this approach
were developed in 2019 and posted as a pre-print in April 2020 (6). This chapter represents an approach that was necessary for me to develop to understand data I generated in 2019, but would now
otherwise be reported directly from bacteria metagenome assembly algorithms that are haplotypeaware that were published in late 2020, such as metaFlye v2.7 (1). This approach still represents
an alternative method that can be used to investigate genomes.

2.2

Methods

Sequencing reads were obtained from a previous sequencing run (fully described in Chapter 5,
and raw data is available from the European Nucleotide Archive project PRJEB36155). Genomes
that I assembled from a previous metagenome study were used for this analysis (6). To sum-
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marize the previous work, the workflow was as follows: to investigate the composition of a
1-adamantanecarboxylic acid degrading microbial community (16) high-molecular weight DNA
was extracted from and the Short Read Eliminator Kit (Circulomics) protocol was applied before
sequencing on both a Oxford Nanopore MinION R9.4.1 flow cell, and Illumina NextSeq 550 midoutput. For Nanopore sequencing, a read N50 of approximately 24 kb was achieved. Metagenomic
assembly was performed using metaFlye v2.6 (1) and polished using Racon (17) and Pilon (18).
A previously metagenomically-assembled whole genome was used (6) for develop this approach Blastomonas. Blastomonas was arbitrarily chosen as a the example genome due to sufficient
sequencing depth. A 100 kb deletion was manually introduced into the genome to demonstrate the
increased alignment quality after filtering. These reads were mapped against the genomes using
minimap2 using the parameters -aLQx map-ont -t 40 and filtered using Gerenuq. Read depth was
calculated in 1000 base windows using mosdepth (19). Plots were generated using the R package
circlize (20).
Gerenuq (v0.2.6) can be installed via conda (conda install -c conda-forge -c bioconda -c abahcheli
gerenuq), pip (pip install gerenuq) or Github (git clone https://github.com/abahcheli/gerenuq).
Gerenuq can filter bam, sam and paf files according to default or user defined parameters from
a command line tool.

2.3

Results

After mapping long reads against the Blastomonas genome with default minimap2 settings, reads
were filtered using Gerenuq with the parameters -m 0.95 and -l 5000; this means that 95 percent
of the read must be aligned against the draft genome and the minimum read length is 5 kb. A
summary measuring the speed of the script is shown in Supplemental Figure A.1. We found that
using 4 or more threads results in an acceptable trade o↵ between time required and computing
power, with the maximum speed at approximately 200 mega-bp per second.
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Figure 2.1: Example of a missed deletions. 0.5 kb, 1 kb, 5 kb, 10 kb, 20 kb, 100 kb of sequence
were arbitrarily deleted from a previously metagenomically-assembled whole genome (dashed
grey lines from left to right: 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 20, 100 kilobases). All metagenomic reads were mapped
against only this genome using minimap2 with the parameters -aLQx map-ont -t 40. Coverage was
then calculated in 1000 base windows for unfiltered, filtered by a MAPQ of 60, and by Gerenuq
(minimum 5000 base, minimum 95 percent query coverage). Prokka annotations for regions with
higher than 500X coverage after filtering by MAPQ are shown in light blue boxes, in addition to
16S rRNA genes

Deletions down to 500 bp remain undetected without filtering reads
Long read coverage can be used to evaluate the contiguity of the genome by ensuring consistent
tiling coverage with no gaps, part of the recently proposed genome assembly reporting criteria
for complete genomes (21). When assembling genomes from isolates, consistent read coverage
can often be observed without any filtering since few, if any, repetitive elements from outside the
genome are present. However, for genomes assembled from metagenomes, common genomic regions can result in multiple alignments per read and incorrect alignments can be reported even if
the alignment score threshold is high (such as a MAPQ of 60). Figure 2.1 shows the coverage
of the Blastomonas genome with unfiltered (grey), filtered by a MAPQ of 60 using samtools (22)
(blue), and filtered by Gerenuq (orange) using a minimum length of 5000 kb reads and 95% query
coverage. The increases in coverage are regions with a significant number of incorrectly aligned
reads; these are derived from conserved sequences in many bacteria from the metagenome (highlighted in light blue boxes). The median read coverage for the unfiltered reads is approximately
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85X, however, over 400 coverage windows have a coverage greater than 150X with several up to
1700X. Filtering using the highest possible MAPQ reported by default minimap2 settings (MAPQ
of 60) helps reduce some incorrect alignments. However, even after this filtering there are still
many regions with significant coverage spikes over 1000X, indicating retention of mis-aligned
reads. After filtering with Gerenuq using a minimum read length of 5000 bp and a query coverage of 95 percent, none of the coverage windows showed coverage greater than 2X the median,
suggesting few, if any, mis-mapped alignments are retained.
Importantly, filtering by query coverage revealed drops in coverage inconsistent with a complete genome where we manually introduced deletions of various sizes (vertical grey dashes). This
demonstrates that deletions down to 500 base pairs can be detected visually, although this depends
on how strict the query coverage cuto↵ is. For example, at a 1000 base deletion, you may still
expect a read of 15 kb to pass filtering since 14000 matches divided by 15000 bases is a theoretical
93% query coverage. This explains why some coverage remains at the 0.5 and 1 kb deletions. The
alignments that are unfiltered and filtered by MAPQ coverage appear completely consistent at the
deleted region, which would have resulted in missing these deletions in the assembly.

Haplotypes can be detected and resolved using filtered ultra-long reads
Although drops in filtered long-read coverage typically indicate deletions or mis-assemblies, it is
also possible that two or more populations of a single species or alternate haplotypes co-exist in
a metagenome. In this case, evaluating whether reads overlap can indicate whether the coverage
drop is due to a mis-assembly or a true alternate bacterial haplotype in the population. This is
shown in Figure 2.2 using the Parvibaculum genome. After filtering Nanopore reads, a drop in
read coverage was observed that is characteristic of a deletion in the assembly. However, it was
found that a tiling path was supported by the reads and no gap existed in the assembly. By taking
reads that partially mapped where this drop in coverage occurred, it was found that an additional
35 kb region was supported by the majority of reads (Supplemental Figure A.2). Filtered long
Nanopore reads span the entire region for both versions of this genome, providing evidence that
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Figure 2.2: Filtering Nanopore reads reveals a haplotype. Left; circlize plot of coverage for
reads filtered by MAPQ = 60 (grey), filtered by 90% coverage and 5000 read length (dark orange),
filtered by 90% coverage and 15000 base read length (light orange). Top right; overlapping reads
that span the entirety of the low coverage region. Bottom right; close up view of coverage plot.
Dotted vertical line indicates the lowest coverage point.
both haplotypes truly exist in the population. Not filtering by query coverage resulted in missing
this potentially biologically relevant region altogether. An additional 32 coding sequences were
recovered from this region using prokka (23). Importantly, a ferrodoxin protein was found in this
region, demonstrating that key proteins related to important functions such as sulphate assimilation
may be recovered by extracting alternative haplotype sequences.

Mis-assembled genome detected by filtering reads only
We applied this method to all 13 MAWGs assembled from a previous study (6), across a variety of
read depths, shown in Figure 2.3. While many of the genomes have similar GC content around 60-
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70 percent, it appears that unique genomes (e.g., low GC content in a high GC community) have
fewer mis-mapped reads. In addition, the Rhodobacteraceae genome was reported as circularized
from the assembly output even though there is a region where filtered coverage drops to zero. This
indicates that there is a mis-assembly in the genome, and that it should be further refined before
being considered complete.
While completeness and contamination estimates by CheckM (8) can provide evidence that a
draft genome may contain the full set of expected genes in a genome, filtering long-read coverage
was required to determine that contiguity is incomplete in the Parvibaculum, Brevundimonas and
Rhodobacteraceae genomes. Figure 2.3 demonstrates the existence of alternative haplotypes in
Parvibaculum and Brevundimonas, and an assembly error in Rhodobacteraceae. Using Gerenuq,
we were able to confirm the lowest coverage genome (Aquimonas) is contiguous at an average of
13X average coverage, while detecting an assembly error at 17X coverage.

2.4

Discussion

With the rapid improvements of long read sequencing technology, complete genomes can now
be assembled directly from metagenomic data thanks to improved basecalling accuracy, read
N50, throughput, and assembly algorithms. Complete genome assemblies from both isolates and
metagenomes will be more commonly generated and be of higher quality in the future as highmolecular weight DNA extraction and sequencing protocols are improved, and as the available
computational tools improve. While the output from assembly algorithms are often correct, validation of each individual genome is necessary to ensure a contiguous assembly is present before
submitting to public databases.
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Filtering long reads is essential to evaluate contiguity of metagenomicallyderived whole genomes
When individual genomes are assembled and extracted from long-read metagenomic data, it is
important to filter the reads by query coverage to ensure there are no mis-assemblies or deletions.
This method is a reference-free way to evaluating contiguity of these genomes, and also enables
the detection of large indels and alternate haplotypes. Performing this extra step will help identify
genomes that are not fully circular (i.e., represented by more than one contig), and can potentially lead to additional functional information of the bacteria. We deleted multiple regions from
a MAWG and showed that filtering alignments by alignment score is not sufficient to detect even
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a 100 kb deletion in the assembly. Thus, visualizing potential assembly errors within a MAWG is
possible using long-reads only when they are filtered by query coverage.

Limitations
Recently developed assemblers, including the assembler metaFlye (1), Canu (2), appear to perform
quite well with a read N50 of greater than 10 kb for metagenomic datasets. However, high coverage
is typically required since a fraction of reads is removed when filtering by read length and query
coverage. In this example, median coverage was reduced from about 85X to about 60X after
filtering. Having high coverage is especially important to perform this filtering on genomes that
are relatively low abundance in the population.
Due to how minimap2 aligns reads to a fasta file, any reads that overlaps a circular genome
at the beginning and end of a fasta file will be reported as two separate alignments. To ensure
drops in coverage don’t occur due to this for circular elements, the query coverage is calculated
using the query end - query start instead of the query length in regions near the start and end of the
file. We also note that this is only observed for circular genomic elements like genomes or circular
plasmids.

Conclusions
Gerenuq will enable researchers to improve their metagenomically-assembled whole genomes in
two ways. First, by ensuring they are indeed contiguous (even when at low coverage), which
will reduce the probability of introducing erroneous assemblies into public databases. Second, by
enabling researchers to extract potentially relevant functional information from alternate bacterial
haplotypes. This may be especially relevant when considering mobile functional genetic elements.
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Chapter 3
Long read karyocounting: an assembly-free
method to estimate the number of
chromosomes in eukaryotic genomes
3.1

Introduction

Improvements to DNA sequencing technology and genome assembly algorithms have vastly improved the fundamental understanding of many organisms by facilitating more contiguous and
higher quality genome assembly. Long-read sequencing technologies, like the Oxford Nanopore
Technologies MinION platform, are increasing the contiguity of genome assemblies by overcoming previous limitations of read length and GC bias, generating reads that are hundreds of kilobases
long. While contiguity is significantly improved thanks to long-reads, a fully complete eukaryotic
genome would contain all telomere-to-telomere chromosomes. This is often not possible to obtain
directly from an assembly algorithm’s output, since partial chromosomes in the form of contigs
are often produced due to assembly errors near repetitive regions like telomeres. Complex repeat
regions often need to be manually resolved.
State-of-the-art long-read assemblers like Canu (1), Flye (2), Shasta (3) are capable of high
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quality eukaryotic genome assembly, but only report on the size and number of assembled contiguous DNA sequences produced, leaving it to the researcher to determine the number of chromosomes an organism may contain. Genome assemblies for novel eukaryotic organisms will often
fail to answer the fundamental biological question of “how many chromosomes does this organism have?” without significant manual intervention. Novel eukaryotes are now being studied as
potential platforms for use in synthetic biology applications, like the marine diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum. Although a high quality draft genome assembly has been available since 2008
(4), the number of nuclear chromosomes in P. tricornutum was still unknown as of early 2021
(5–7), limiting potential genome engineering applications such as complete genome synthesis and
replacement.
Here, we developed an assembly- and reference-free approach to estimate the number of linear
chromosomes in small eukaryotic genomes directly from long nanopore reads.

3.2
3.2.1

Methods
Data

To develop this method, I used the sequencing reads from Phaeodactlyum tricornutum, fully described in Chapter 4 and elsewhere (8). The data is publicly available from published European
Nucleotide Archive project ID: PRJEB42700. To summarize the previous study, high-molecular
weight DNA was extracted and sequenced using an Oxford Nanopore Technologies MinION flow
cell version R9.4.1, using the SQK-LSK109 library preparation kit according to the manufacturer’s
protocol version GDE 9063 v109 revK 14 Aug 2019, with one alteration: for DNA repair and endprep, the reaction mixture was incubated for 15 minutes at 20° C and 15 minutes at 65° C. Basecalling was performed with Guppy in high-accuracy mode (v3.6). A summary of the throughput
and read length is shown in Figure 3.1. We achieve a read n50 of 35 kilobases, and collected approximately 7.8 gigabases of sequences. The full workflow is described in Chapter 4 and previous
work (8).
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3.2.2

Workflow

Each chromosome in a haploid set contains two unique telomeres, at the start and the end of
the chromosome, while a pair of homologous chromosomes in a diploid set contains 4 unique
telomeres. Therefore, the number of haploid chromosomes h, can be represented relative to the
number of telomeres, t, as
h=

t
2

(3.1)

and the number of diploid chromosomes, d, can be represented as

d=

t
4

(3.2)

This approach relies on obtaining sequencing reads that contain both the telomeric repeats and
unique sub-telomeric sequence for each chromosome to extract all unique telomeres in the dataset
(Supplemental Figure 1A). Long telomere-containing reads are extracted using string matching (3
telomeric repeats or the reverse complement). The telomere-containing reads are then aligned in
all vs. all mode using minimap2 (9), and filtered to retain only alignments with greater than 95%
query coverage (i.e., full length alignments). The filtered target and query names are then used
to build a network graph using iGraph, where each node represents a telomere-containing long
sequencing read and each edge represents a filtered alignment between reads (10). In the ideal
case, each component generated contains all long reads aligned to each other derived from a single
telomere, meaning each network graph represents a single telomere. To ensure this is the case, all
components are manually interpreted by visualization. The resulting components are enumerated,
and the number of chromosomes is then estimated based on the expected ploidy of the sample. To
demonstrate a use case, we use a publicly available dataset (ENA project PRJEB42700) to resolve
the number of chromosomes in the marine diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum (8).
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B)
Cumulative yield (gigabases)

A)

Read lengths (bases)

C)
Read length N50:
Number of reads:
Median read quality:
Total bases:

35,035
438,929
12.3
7,785,091,135

Read lengths (bases)

Figure 3.1: Quality characteristics of ultra-long sequencing run generated by NanoPlot (11).
A) Density plot of read length vs average Q score per read. B) Yield by read length. The cumulative
yield refers to the total number of bases on a sequencing read larger than the denoted number on
the x-axis. C) Various quality statistics.

3.3
3.3.1

Results
Each component of aligned reads represents a single telomere

We obtained 83 components with approximately 40 reads each, each representing a single telomere, and 9 components with more than 70 reads, that required further interpretation since they
contained twice the number of expected reads (Figure 3.2 B). Six of components were composed
of 2 clusters, where each cluster is a single telomere (Cluster 5 in Figure 3.2 C). Two of the remaining components were highly interconnected (similar to Cluster 2 in Figure 3.2 C), suggesting
that there are no unique haplotypes from this chromosome distinguishable by sequence identity
(i.e., there is only 1 haplotype). The single remaining component with high coverage was assigned
as an individual telomere due to high interconnectedness like Cluster 2.
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Figure 3.2: Summary of network graph analysis. A) General workflow for creating a network
graph of telomere-containing reads. B) Histogram showing the frequency of the number of reads
in each cluster. Overlayed is a density plot, showing three underlying distributions. C) Example
clusters. Cluster 2 represents a a typical cluster of reads that have high inter-connectedness. Cluster
5 represents a component with two smaller clusters contained within it. Edges between vertices
indicate that the read aligns to another with more than 95% query coverage.
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3.3.2

Chromosome estimate from number of clusters

In total, we found 96 components that each represent a single telomere of a single haplotype, and
2 components that each represent 2 haplotypes of a single telomere (Table 3.1). This interpretation
comes from the observation that one chromosome in the genome contains twice the expected sequencing coverage relative to other chromosomes (8) and loss of heterozygosity has been observed
(12, 13). It’s known that this species is diploid, so we therefore reasoned using equation 2 that the
96 single telomeres represent 24 chromosomes, and the 2 remaining components represent both
haplotypes of a single chromosome, resulting in final count of 25 chromosomes. This orthogonal
estimate agrees with our previous telomere-to-telomere assembly that comprised all previous large
sca↵olds from the initial draft assembly (8).

3.3.3

Validation using assembled genome

To confirm this, we aligned reads from each component against our previously proposed telomereto-telomere genome assembly and assigned them to a chromosome in Table 3.2 (8). We found 22
of 25 assembled chromosomes contained the expected number of telomeres in the expected orientation (2 at start and 2 at end of a chromosome). However, we could assign only 3 telomeres for
both chromosomes 3 and 8, and 5 telomere components were assigned to chromosome 23. Interestingly, a single telomere was placed in the middle of chromosome 4, in addition to the 4 expected
components. Since telomeres were placed at both the start and end of the remaining 3 chromosomes, we believe at least a single haplotype of each of these chromosomes exists, for a total of
25 chromosomes. We hypothesize the unexpected number of telomeres and unexpected placement
of a single telomere can be explained by mitotic recombination events, since recombination of a
chromosomal arm may change the apparent location of a telomere (13).
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Cluster description
Less than 70 reads
High coverage, 2 clusters
High coverage, chromosome 19
High coverage, 1 cluster
Total

Number of clusters Number of chromosomes represented
83
20.75
6
3
2

1

1

0.25

92

25

Table 3.1: Estimate of the number of chromosomes using the network components. All components with less than 70 reads represent a single telomere of a single haplotype of a chromosome
(2 telomeres and 2 haplotypes per chromosome, therefore there are 4 clusters per chromosome).
Each components with 2 clusters represents 2 telomeres, and therefore takes only 2 dual-clusters
per chromosome. Chromosome 19 has only two high coverage clusters, but the unique biology of
P. tricornutum suggests only 1 haplotype exists for this specific chromosome. In total, there are
24 chromosomes with 2 haplotypes and 1 chromosome with 1 haplotype represented by these 92
telomere-containing long read components.

3.4

Discussion

Here, we developed an approach that we term “long-read karyotyping”, that is an assembly- and
reference-free approach to estimate the number of chromosomes in eukaryotic microorganisms
using only long reads. This approach also enables an orthogonal method to confirm the overall
genome organisation proposed in the first telomere-to-telomere assembly for this species (8). We
found that there are 24 chromosomes with two haplotypes and 1 chromosome with one haplotype
for a total of 25 chromosomes, consistent with our previous telomere-to-telomere genome assembly (8). We show that long reads contain additional information about the chromosome number that
previous sequencing technologies could not provide, enabled by the sequencing the full telomeres
and sub-telomeric regions of each chromosome.

3.4.1

Consistency with known biology and genome assemblies

While 94 of 98 telomere clusters were uniquely assigned and agreed with the previously known
biology of this organism, we believe the inconsistency of the remaining clusters are due to mitotic
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recombination events (13). For example, all of the long reads from one of the telomere clusters
(cluster 11) aligns to the middle of chromosome 4. This is the only cluster to align in the middle
of a chromosome. If this was due to a mis-assembly, and chromosome 4 was a combination
of 2 chromosomes, we would expect to see additional telomere clusters representing the other
haplotypes that also align at this location. Rather, we believe that this single cluster that does
not align to the end of the chromosome represents a dynamic version of this chromosome that
has recombined and is only present in a subset of the population of cells. We hypothesize the
chromosomes with only an unexpected number (chromosome 3, 4, 8, 18) may be involved in more
active recombination than other chromosomes.

3.4.2

Applications

Long-read karyotyping provides an orthogonal approach to validate complete genomes for eukaryotic organisms without a high-quality reference available. By applying this approach, it is
now possible to answer the fundamental biological question of “how many chromosomes does this
organism have?” to further the understanding of the chromosomal structure of novel organisms,
such as fungi and diatoms. In addition, if the repeat sequences at the ends of the recently proposed
linear genomic element “borgs” are known (14), we hypothesize this approach may be adapted to
identify borgs from long read data in a metagenomic sequencing dataset.

3.4.3

Limitations

While long-read karyotyping may be easily applied to novel organisms with relatively small genomes,
there are limitations that we anticipate. First, if the genome size is too large, it may be impractical
to collect enough sequencing data. For example, the human genome is approximately 3 gigabases.
To collect 100X sequencing coverage with current MinION flow cells would require 10 flow cells
(assuming 30 gigabases per flowcell). However, it may be possible to use adaptive sequencing to
enrich for telomere-containing reads using a program such such as ReadFish (15). Second, it is
unknown how the ploidy of an organism a↵ects this method. In the case of this diploid organism,
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it was manageable to resolve the 92 clusters according to known biology. For higher-ploidy organisms like plants or cell-lines, this may be more difficult. Mini-chromosomes may also cause
additional complications in analysis. Furthermore, each telomere and sub-telomeric sequence must
have enough unique sequence such that correct alignments can be retained by filtering by query
coverage. For organisms with very large telomere repeats, this may not be possible to obtain
enough reads that contain unique sub-telomere sequence.

3.5

Conclusions

Here, we developed an approach called long-read karyotyping to estimate the number of eukaryotic chromosomes present in an assembly- and reference-free method using only long reads. This
approach can be applied to sequencing datasets generated from the Oxford Nanopore MinION
platform for eukaryotic organisms with linear chromosomes. This will enable researchers to answer the fundamental biological question of “how many chromosomes does this organism have?”
using only long DNA sequencing reads.

3.6
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Chromosome
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Start-haplotypes
30, 38
14, 64
31 1, 40
34, 61
32, 71
22, 4
17,66
53
49, 90
55, 79
52, 76
7 1, 7 2
12 1, 12 2
23, 51
60, 70
42, 80
65, 91
26, 36
57
10 1, 29
13, 3
25, 35
2, 88
39, 84
54, 56

End-haplotypes
15, 20
47, 67
92
11, 73, 46
24, 81
72, 86
28,74
16, 8
31 2, 58
85, 9
63, 75
45 1, 45 2
69, 6
33, 82
18, 68
87, 89
1, 44
19
48
59, 62
50, 83
10 2, 78
43, 5
41, 77
27, 37

Number-of-clusters
4
4
3
5
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
2
4
4
4
4
4
4

Table 3.2: Chromosome assignment of 92 clusters of telomere-containing long reads. Starthaplotypes represents the cluster of reads that align near the 0-base telomere repeat on the forward
strand, End-haplotypes represents clusters of reads that align at the telomere at the full length of
the chromosome. The sole exception is cluster 11, which aligns in the middle of chromosome 4.
Clusters that have two distinct smaller clusters are denoted with an underscore.

Chapter 4
Telomere-to-telomere genome assembly of
Phaeodactylum tricornutum
The work presented in this chapter is based on a manuscript conditionally accepted for publication
at PeerJ. No permission is required for reproducing, re-mixing, or redistributing under PeerJ’s
standard CC BY 4.0 license.

4.1

Introduction

Phaeodactylum tricornutum is a marine diatom that is described as a “diatom cell factory” (1)
because it can be used to manufacture valuable commercial products. Recent genetic toolbox
expansions, such as delivering episomes by bacterial conjugation (2), CRISPR-editing tools (3–8),
the generation of auxotrophic strains (9–11), and the identification of highly active endogenous
promoters (12) are enabling rapid implementation of new product designs into commercial-scale
production.
The genome of P. tricornutum CCAP 1055/1 was sequenced in 2008, and resulted in a sca↵oldlevel assembly with 33 sca↵olds (NCBI assembly ASM15095v2) (13), with the exact number
of chromosomes unknown. Chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes have also been published
(14, 15), and have previously been identified as targets for genetic engineering (16), as well as other
57
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chromosomes (17). Although the Bowler et al. assembly contains several telomere-to-telomere
chromosomes, many sca↵olds have only zero or one telomere, suggesting they are either incomplete or fragments of another chromosome. More recent work identifying centromeric sequences
(18) in P. tricornutum has suggested that there may be less than 33 chromosomes, and the authors
were only able to identify 25 unique centromeric DNA sequences.
While the current assembly is an excellent resource, it does not represent a completed genome
assembly. The lack of a completed genome assembly for P. tricornutum means that synthetic
biology researchers are unable to pursue generating artificial chromosomes with this model diatom,
since the full sequence of each chromosome is required to rebuild them by DNA synthesis. It is also
important to know the location and sequence of mobile genetic elements that could be removed
to in order to simplify a potential fully synthesized chromosome sequence. A more complete
understanding of the genome will be a resource to help researchers answer more fundamental
biological questions about P. tricornutum.
To generate a telomere-to-telomere assembly of P. tricornutum CCAP 1055/1, we used a hybrid
approach with ultra-long reads from the Oxford Nanopore MinION platform and highly accurate
short reads from the Illumina NextSeq platform. We also introduce a novel graph-based approach
to manually resolve telomere-related assembly errors. This approach identifies all unique telomere
sequences and we demonstrate how it can be applied to manually correct assembly errors adjacent
to chromosome ends. The full structural context of the P. tricornutum genome provides additional
information for potential synthetic biology applications to manipulate the genome of this diatom
cell factory.

4.2

Methods

4.2.1

Growth

Phaeodactylum tricornutum (Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa CCAP 1055/1) was grown
in L1 medium without silica at 18 C under cool white fluorescent lights (75 mE m

2

s 1 ) and a
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photoperiod of 16 h light:8 h dark as described previously (7).

4.2.2

DNA extraction

200 mL of culture (approximately 5 x 108 cells) was spun at 3000 X g for 10 minutes at 4 C.
The pellet was resuspended in 1 mL TE (pH 8.0) and added dropwise to a mortar (pre-cooled at
-80 C) pre-filled with liquid nitrogen. The frozen droplets were ground into a fine powder with a
mortar and pestle, being careful to keep the cells from thawing by adding more liquid nitrogen as
necessary. The frozen powder was transferred to a 15 mL Falcon tube where 2 mL of lysis bu↵er
was added (1.4 M NaCl, 200 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 50 mM EDTA, 2% (w/v) CTAB, RNAse A
(250 µg/mL) and proteinase K (100 µg/mL)). The solution was mixed very slowly by inversion,
incubated for 30 minutes at 37 C (mixed very slowly halfway through incubation). Cellular debris
was pelleted at 6000 X g for 5 minutes. Lysate was transferred to a new 15 mL Falcon tube. One
volume of 25:24:1 phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol was added, mixing slowly by inversion.
The sample was centrifuged at 6000 X g for 5 minutes. The aqueous phase was transferred as slow
as possible to a new Falcon tube. One volume of 24:1 chloroform:isoamyl alcohol was added, and
mixed slowly with end-over-end inversion. The sample was centrifuged at 6000 X g for 5 minutes.
Approximately 450 uL of the aqueous phase was transferred into new 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes. To
the Eppendorf tube, 1/10 volume of 3 M NaAc pH 5.2 and 2 volumes (final volume) of ice-cold
100% ethanol were added, mixing slowly by end-over-end inversion. The sample was centrifuged
at 16 000 X g for 5 minutes, and washed twice with 500 uL 70% ethanol. Ethanol was decanted,
and the pellet was dried for approximately 10 minutes by inverting on a paper towel. The pellet
was resuspended in 100 uL 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 0.1 mM EDTA pH 8.0. After resuspending
overnight at 4 C, DNA fragments less than 20 kbp were then selectively removed using the Short
Read Eliminator (SRE) kit from Circulomics (Baltimore). DNA from the same extraction was used
for sequencing on both the Oxford Nanopore MinION and Illumina NextSeq 550 platform.
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4.2.3

Sequencing

An Oxford Nanopore MinION flow cell R9.4.1 was used with the SQK-LSK109 Kit according to
the manufacturer’s protocol version GDE 9063 v109 revK 14Aug2019, with one alteration: for
DNA repair and end-prep, the reaction mixture was incubated for 15 minutes at 20 C and 15 minutes at 65 C. Basecalling was performed after the run with Guppy (Version 3.6). NanoPlot (19)
was used to generate Q-score versus length plots and summary statistics. The read N50 of the unfiltered reads was approximately 35 kb. For Illumina sequencing, the Nextera XT kit was used, and
a 2X75 paired-end mid-output NextSeq 550 library was prepared according to the manufacturer’s
protocol, and run at the London Regional Genomics Center (lrgc.ca). Reads were trimmed using
Trimmomatic v0.36 (20) in paired end mode with the following settings: AVGQUAL:30 CROP:75
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:25 MINLEN:50 TRAILING:15. SLIDINGWINDOW AND TRAILING
were added to remove poor quality base calls. Raw sequencing signal and basedcalled reads are
available on the European Nucleotide Archive project number PRJEB42700.

4.2.4

Assembly

4.2.5

Telomere identification

We first obtained sequences for the end of every linear chromosome. The sequence of the telomere
repeats for P. tricornutum are known from the previous assembly (13) to be repeats of AACCCT.
All long reads larger than 50 kilobases with 3 or more consecutive telomeric repeats (or the reverse complement) were extracted by filtering using NanoFilt (19) and by string matching using
grep. All-versus-all mapping of the telomeric reads was performed using minimap2 (21). Only
overlapping reads with a minimum query coverage of 95 % were retained.
To determine the sequence of unique telomeres for each chromosome, a network graph was
generated with iGraph (22). Each read name was used as a vertex, and edges were generated between each overlapping read with more than 95% query coverage. Noise was filtered by removing
any group of overlaps with less than 5X coverage. There were 93 vertices that had greater than
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20X coverage; that is, there are 93 unique telomere sequence groups. Most groups had approximately 40X coverage (number of long reads per group), however, several outliers had more than
60X coverage. These represent duplicated regions in the telomeres that are not unique (i.e., more
than one haplotype or chromosome contains this sequence). The longest read of each telomere
group, typically greater than 100 kb in length, was retained as a representative telomere sequence
for correction.

4.2.6

Assembly

Miniasm (21) was chosen for assembly to reduce computational power needed compared to other
assemblers like Canu (23) or Flye (24). Nanopore reads longer than 75 kilobases were used for
initial assembly with miniasm, using the parameters -s 30000 -m 10000 -c 5 -d 100000. From this
initial assembly, the output from miniasm were manually completed with the following approach:
1) Mapping of telomeric reads against the unitig (high-confidence contig). If no telomere was
present on the unitig and a high query coverage alignment was found, the unitig was extended
to the telomere sequence of the mapped telomere. 2) After telomere extension (or confirmation),
reads longer than 50 kb were mapped to the unitig to confirm overlapping coverage over the entire
chromosome. Coverage was evaluated using only reads larger than 50 kb and with higher than
50% query coverage, with an alignment score:length ratio less than 2 (similar to previous validation methods)(25). A query coverage of only 50% was chosen to allow for potential haplotype
divergence. 3) Telomere-to-telomere unitigs with overlapping ultra-long read coverage and no
gaps were deemed validated and brought forward to improve base accuracy by read polishing.
The chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes were assembled using a reference based approach
by first extracting all reads that aligned to the reference chloroplast and mitochondria with high
query coverage. Reads were then de-novo assembled using miniasm.
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4.2.7

Polishing

The assembly was polished using 4 rounds of Racon (26), two rounds of medaka (Oxford Nanopore)
and two rounds of Pilon (27). Sequencing coverage was visualized after polishing to determine if
large scale errors were introduced into any of the chromosomes, and manual corrections were made
when sequencing coverage dropped to zero. For the chloroplast and mitochondria, only the subset
of reads identified as either chloroplast or mitochondria were used for polishing.

4.2.8

Methylation

5mC methylation sites were predicted using Megalodon v2.2.1 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies)
using the model res dna r941 min modbases 5mC CpG v001.cfg from the Rerio repository (Oxford Nanopore Technologies) with Guppy 4.5.2. A default threshold of 0.75 was used as a minimum score for modified base aggregation (probability of modified/canonical base) to produce the
final aggregated output.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Workflow

We developed a sample preparation protocol that provided high-molecular weight DNA. We observed a read N50 of 35 kilobases, with the longest reads just over 300 kb. Of the 7.8 gigabases
of raw sequence data, approximately 2.5 gigabases were from reads longer than 50 kilobases. We
found that chromosomes assembled using standard approaches were often mis-assembled around
telomeres, or were fragmented and only contained 1 telomere. To correct each contig, we used
the unique ultra-long telomere reads as described in the methods and in Figure 1. This approach
was used to manually identify a tiling path for each chromosome until each chromosome was
contiguous from telomere to telomere, and validated by a tiling overlapping read path.
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Figure 4.1: Workflow for telomere-to-telomere genome assembly. Telomere-containing
nanopore reads larger than 50 kb are extracted and mapped in all-vs-all mode using minimap2.
The resulting alignments are filtered by 95% query coverage, and a network graph is created using iGraph using read names as vertices, and alignments between reads as edges. Each resulting
cluster represents one end of a chromosome. On a chromosome-by-chromosome basis, ultra-long
read coverage is plotted. If an assembled chromosome is missing a telomere or has an assembly
error revealed by a lack of overlapping read coverage, the longest read from each telomere cluster
is mapped against the chromosome, and the resulting telomere is used to manually correct the assembly and extend to the telomere using an overlap-layout consensus approach.
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4.3.2

Tiling path of overlapping reads verify contiguity

To ensure our genome assembly is contiguous, we generated multiple independent minimum tiling
paths of overlapping long reads (one such path is shown in Supplementary Table B.1). Reads
larger than 50 kb were mapped against the assembly using minimap2. To ensure no incorrect
alignments were retained, any reads with less than 90% of the read aligned to the assembly were
removed. From this subset, 5 independent minimum tiling paths that required at least 10 kb of
overlap between each read were generated. All chromosomes have multiple independent (i.e.,
no common reads) tiling paths of reads with a minimum overlap of 10 kb in the final assembly,
indicating that all chromosomes are contiguous.
In addition to overlapping reads, Figure 4.3 and Supplementary Figure B.1 also show the GC
content for each chromosome. A previous study has proposed that centromeres could be identified
by low GC content calculated in 100 bp windows (18). The 100 base window(s) with the minimum
GC content are shown in these figures, highlighted in red. These windows represent putative
centromere sequences as previously described (18).

4.3.3

Telomere-to-telomere assembly comprises previous sca↵olds

We ultimately obtained 25 telomere-to-telomere chromosome assemblies that recruit 98% of long
reads, and these chromosomes comprise all previously proposed chromosomes from Bowler et al.
(2008), as well as circularized chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes. The median coverage for
unfiltered long reads across the nuclear genome was 202X, while median coverage for the chloroplast and mitochondrion were approximately 6201X and 528X, respectively. This was calculated
in 1000 base windows using mosdepth (28).
A key feature of this updated assembly is the consistency with previous sequencing e↵orts
(13). Previously, 25 centromere sequences were identified (18), suggesting that there were fewer
than the proposed 33 chromosomes. This agrees with our conclusion of 25 nuclear chromosomes.
We independently resolved the location of all the previously proposed partial chromosomes without internal inconsistencies in Figure 2 (i.e., sca↵olds with only 1 telomere were resolved into a
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telomere-to-telomere chromosome).

4.3.4

Estimating number of chromosomes using ultra-long reads

Previous studies have suggested that P. tricornutum has a minimum of 33 chromosomes using
pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (29). Our orthogonal, reference-free method using network graphs
of telomere-containing overlapping ultra-long reads revealed 25 chromosomes.
We used 2 properties of telomeres for this: first, telomeres on linear chromosomes can be identified by unique subtelomeric sequences, and second, that telomere-containing DNA fragments
will begin or end with a telomere, representing the start or end of a chromosome. After aligning
all telomere-containing reads and retaining only alignments with greater than 95% query coverage,
we used iGraph to create network graphs, which resulted in two classes of independent graphs. The
first class had 85 independent graphs, each with approximately 50 nodes (i.e., 50 ultra-long reads
in each graph), and the second class had 8 graphs with approximately 100 nodes (Supplemental
Figure B.2). In a diploid organism we expect 4 telomeres per chromosome if we assume that each
chromosome has two haplotypes; i.e., (maternal + paternal) x haplotypes. Under this assumption,
85 independent graphs with approximately 50 nodes represents 21.25 telomeres. Some chromosomes will not have diverged sufficiently, meaning there will be only two telomeres with twice the
sequencing coverage per chromosome (maternal + paternal). The remaining 8 graphs 100 nodes
each therefore gives a further 4 chromosomes.
With this logic we estimate 25.25 chromosomes exist in P. tricornutum, which agrees very
closely with our final assembly of 25 chromosomes. The additional 0.25 chromosome may be
explained by mitotic recombination (30). Using the features of ultra-long reads at the ends of linear
DNA elements (i.e., eukaryotic chromosomes) thus enables an orthogonal method for estimating
the number of chromosomes in a reference-free manner.
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Figure 4.2: Sequencing coverage and comparison to previous assembly. A) Filtered long-read
coverage and comparison to previous assembly. Reads longer than 20 kb were mapped against
the assembly, filtered (minimum 20000 base alignment and 50 % query coverage), and genome
coverage was calculated in 50 kb windows using mosdepth. The colours and ranges bottomright) describe the coverage depth calculate for each 50 kb window. Newly proposed chromosomes names are indicated on the left (by length). Sca↵olds from the previous genome assembly
(ASM15095v2) are overlayed as grey bars, aligned using minimap2 in asm5 mode and filtered to
retain minimum 10 kb alignments. Numbers on top of gray bars indicate which previous sca↵old
number, with S representing small “bottom drawer” sca↵olds. Horizontal “T” bars on each end
indicate telomere-repeat presence. B) Visualization of proposed chromosome 3 with alignments to
previous chromosomes. Dark gray regions indicate overlap. Coloured arrows on the right indicate
minimum overlapping read path (orange = negative strand, blue = positive strand), black arrows
on left show ultra-long reads that completely span regions where previous assembly could not assemble through.
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4.3.5

Assembly quality

To assess the quality of the assembly, we used Merqury (31) to estimate the base-level accuracy
and completeness by k-mer frequency, shown in Supplemental Table B.2. We found that the estimated quality value (estimated log-scaled probability of error for the consensus base calls by
Merqury) ranged from 27 - 53, depending on the chromosome. The mean quality value (QV)
for nuclear chromosomes was 28.86, with chromosome 19 as an outlier at 43. The QV for all
nuclear genomes except for 19 are likely lower because the chromosomes were polished using
reads that are heterozygous. The chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes have a QV of 53 and
42, respectively. Importantly, the k-mer completeness estimate of 80% suggests that many k-mers
in the Illumina reads are not represented in this genome assembly, implying significant haplotype
variation. This was also the case when using the Bowler assembly as input for Merqury.
We also estimated the genome completion using a software package called Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO) (32). Using the stramenopiles odb10 model, we found
our assembly was 95% complete, with only 3% of expected BUSCOs missing. When evaluating
the chromosome sca↵olds of the Bowler assembly, we found it was 96% complete with 3% of
expected BUSCOs missing.
After removing Lambda spike-in reads with NanoLyse, we found that 98.12% of long reads
are recruited by the assembly. When reads are filtered by removing any read that does not align
over more than 90% of it’s length (i.e., query coverage is higher than 90%), the number of reads
recruited drops to 74%.

4.3.6

Filtered long-read coverage for Chromosome 19 is inconsistent with
diploid state

We observed that chromosome 19 has remarkably consistent (i.e., no drops in coverage) filtered
long-read coverage relative to the other chromosomes (Figure 4.3, Supplemental Figure B.1).
While we initially predicted P. tricornutum would have two haplotypes since it is diploid, re-
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cent work has demonstrated that while each cell has two haplotypes, many haplotypes within a
population arise due to mitotic recombination (30). The consistency of filtered long read coverage
for chromosome 19 indicates that there is only a single haplotype, whereas the other chromosomes
have 2 or more haplotypes present, which can be inferred from inconsistent read depth at regions
where haplotype divergences occur in Figure 4.3 and Supplemental Figure B.1. This indicates
that there are not two haplotypes for chromosome 19, suggesting a di↵erent recent history for this
chromosome.

4.3.7

5mC methylation and transposable elements

The Extensive de-novo TE Annotator (EDTA) pipeline (33) was used to predict transposable elements in the genome. We found that the majority of transposable elements are long terminal
repeat (LTR) retrotransposons (3.43% of the genome was found to be Copia-type, 5.86% were unknown, while terminal inverted repeats were only 1.17% of the genome, and helitrons were 0.54%
of the genome). Each LTR region is represented as a shaded blue region in Figure 4.3 in blue, and
density plots of the end locations are shown in the top quadrant. Chromosome 19 contained the
fewest transposable elements at 50. The locations and density of LTR-retrotransposons are plotted
in Figure 4.3 for proposed Chromosome 3 and Supplemental Figure B.1 for chromosome 19.
Previous studies have found that some tranposable elements were hypermethylated (34). Using
chromosome scale nanopore methylation basecalling, we found a strong signal between many
predicted LTR retrotransposons and methylation status (Figure 4.3, Supplemental Figure B.1). To
test this, we enumerated all chromosome positions with methylated sites and transposons, and
performed a Fisher’s Exact Test, resulting in a p-value of 2.2e-16.
We examined the association between LTR transposon dense regions and regions where the
previous assembly failed to generate overlapping regions. We observed that sca↵olds with overlapping regions generally were not assembled into full chromosomes because of ambiguity in the
placement of the LTR-rich regions at the ends of the sca↵olds. These are now resolved by the longread assembly identified here. Additionally, many of the low-coverage regions of our assembly
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overlap with the locations of the LTR-dense regions, consistent with chromosomal rearrangements
being more likely in these regions. Further investigation at these regions is required.
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Figure 4.3: Summary of genomic features for chromosome 3. A) The density of LTRretrotransposons as predicted by the EDTA pipeline. B) The proportion of reads that were called
as methylated at each position along the chromosome. C) Sca↵olds from the previous assembly
are overlayed in gray bars, with dark grey representing overlapping regions. D) Filtered long-read
coverage (minimum 20 kb length and 70% query coverage). E) GC content calculated and plotted
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the positive strand. The regions that are annotated at LTR-retrotransposons are highlighted in light
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4.4

Discussion

Here, we developed a graph-based approach to locate the unique telomere ends of all P. tricornutum
chromosomes, and applied this information to generate a telomere-to-telomere assembly. The new
assembly incorporates all chromosome fragments from the previous reference genome (13).
The chromosomes show marked variations in sequencing coverage that can be explained by
haplotype variation. Where haplotype variation occurs, filtered long reads will not align against
the assembly. This suggests that there are large regions of the chromosomes that have substantial haplotype di↵erences. Strikingly, only chromosome 19 has completely consistent coverage
between the telomeres. While this needs to be further investigated, we speculate that this chromosome in this strain may have undergone a recent sequence homogenization event. Previous work
has also found that the same chromosome appears homozygous in the wild type strain (3, 30). It
has previously been speculated that Phaeodactylum tricornutum may be capable of sexual reproduction (35, 36), but there has yet to be conclusive evidence of this occurring.
Chromosome 19 has a high quality value of 43, while the other nuclear chromosomes have
lower quality values around 28. For all chromosomes except 19, this drop in per-base quality is due
to polishing the nanopore assembly with a heterozygous read set. However, the high quality value
and consistent filtered-long read coverage suggest that there are not highly divergent haplotypes
for chromosome 19. Recently published data has demonstrated that mitotic recombination occurs
frequently in P. tricornutum (30). They independently showed that there is a significantly lower
SNP density on chromosome 19, agreeing with this finding (3). Interestingly, the high rate of
mitotic recombination suggests that it is unlikely that a static haplotype-resolved diploid genome
may be fully resolved for this species with the currently available technology. In this context, the
k-mer completeness estimate we obtained from Merqury suggests that up to 20% of the Illumina kmers result from SNPs arising from mitotic recombination events within the population, suggesting
a high degree of haplotype divergence.
We demonstrate that nanopore sequencing can identify methylated regions, and the entire
methylome of P. tricornutum is strongly associated with transposable elements (Figure 4.3, Sup-
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plemental Figure B.1). This agrees with previous work (34) that found a significant enrichment of
DNA methylation at LTR retrotransposons, and we provide an updated map by predicting methylation sites directly from sequenced native DNA.
We have deposited all short and raw long-read data publicly for use by the community as
Project PRJEB42700 on the European Nucleotide Archive. This telomere-to-telomere genome
assembly will be a resource for designing and creating synthetic chromosomes in Phaeodactylum
tricornutum, as well as answering fundamental biological questions for this species.

4.5

Conclusions

Here, we report a collapsed telomere-to-telomere genome assembly for Phaeodactylum tricornutum CCAP 1055/1. A combination of ultra-long nanopore sequencing reads (greater than 100 kb),
a novel approach to correcting assembly errors near telomeres, and manual curation enabled the
completion of a telomere-to-telomere genome. We also describe a method to estimate the number
of chromosomes using the properties of ultra-long telomere-containing reads in a reference-free
manner. We provide the signal level nanopore data as a resource to enable the community to
further investigate 5mC methylation for this species. This work improves upon our current understanding of the model diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum to enable further developments in
synthetic biology.
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Chapter 5
Complete genome sequence of new species
from the family Saccharimonadaceae,
UBA6175 sp., reveals acquisition of a
genomic island
5.1

Introduction

The family Saccharimonadaceae are small, epibiotic bacteria with reduced genomes around 0.7-1
megabases long, that have been recently characterized in depth thanks to DNA sequencing improvements since they are currently unculturable as isolates (1, 2). Non-targeted high-throughput
metagenomic sequencing and novel metagenome assembly algorithms have enabled partial and
complete genome assembly of some of these enigmatic bacteria (2), which belong to the phylum
Patescibacteria, recently resulting in a new proposal for the tree of life (3). This phylum contains unusual genomes from mostly uncultured bacteria (3). These bacteria have redefined what
is considered the minimum set of genes needed for bacterial life (4), since bacteria within the
Patescibacteria often lack biosynthetic pathways for core functions such as glycolysis or amino
77
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acid production. Saccharimonadaceae are typically found as ultra-small 200 - 300 nm coccusshaped cells (5).
Many have these bacteria have no known cultured isolates since they are obligate epibionts;
however, very recent advances have enabled the co-culturing of human-associated Saccharimonadaceae (5–9). From these studies, their hosts have only been found in the phylum Actinobacteriota, which are anaerobic gram-positive bacteria. Several species such as Arachnia propionica and
Actinomyces sp.(7), Gordonia amarae (8) have been successfully used to co-culture Saccharimonadaceae derived from dental plaques. More recently, it has been suggested that some species from
the Saccharimonadaceae family may play a protective role in dental caries - it was found that multiple isolates from periodontitis patients lead to reduced inflammatory bone disease by modulating
their Actinobacteriota host’s behaviour (10).
Patescibacteria have also been found in naturally occurring environments (2), and have been
associated with hydrocarbon degradation (11, 12), although this is disputed by more recent evidence suggesting that these bacteria utilize the by-products of hydrocarbon degradation as building
blocks (13). What role these bacteria may play in a hydrocarbon degrading bacterial community
thus remains to be determined.
The number of complete genomes from the family Saccharimonadaceae has recently enabled
phylogenomic analysis based on concatenated ribosomal protein sequences, and has been subdivided into 6 class-level clades (14, 15), labelled G1 through G6. Since these bacteria have mostly
been discovered by high-throughput short-read metagenome sequencing, many of the genomes are
contig-level assemblies, and could be missing sequence due to limitations of short read sequencing
and metagenomic binning. Only 40 of the available 732 entries on NCBI’s assembly database are
completed, the rest being characterized as sca↵old or contig-level assemblies (accessed September
13, 2021). While many of the available genomes are derived from the oral microbiome, there are
several representative genomes assembled from environmental samples, including activate sludge
samples, and aquifer sediments (2).
Many fundamental questions are still unanswered about these unusual bacteria, including the
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role they play in their communities, how they may contribute to human health in the oral microbiome, and if they contribute to hydrocarbon degradation. It is therefore critical to continue
researching not just the family Saccharimonadaceae, but also many other bacteria from the phylum Patescibacteria. New long read sequencing technologies are progressing this research area by
enabling complete genomes to be assembled directly from metagenomes, furthering this field of
research (16–19).
Here, we build and investigate the complete genome of a novel species from the family Saccharimonadaceae, UBA6175 sp., that was assembled using long read sequencing of DNA isolated directly from the metagenome of an algal-bacterial community known to degrade 1-adamantanecarboxylic
acid, a surrogate for toxic naphthenic acids that are produced as a by-product during oil refining
(20).

5.2
5.2.1

Methods
DNA extraction

An algal-bacterial co-culture initially enriched in 2012 from a northern Alberta oil sands tailings
pond was used for this study. The culture had been routinely propagated since that time. For this
study, a 5 mL aliquot was grown in Bold’s Basal media, pelleted, and stored at -80 C until DNA
was extracted (20).
DNA extraction was performed to maximize read length by preventing shearing (performed
with wide-bore pipette tips, slow pipetting, mixing by slow end-over-end inversions). Pelleted
cells were resuspended in bu↵er (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 10 mM sodium EDTA, pH 8.0, RNAse
A, hemicellulase, lysozyme, zymolyase) and incubated at 37 C for 1 hour, mixing by inversion
every 10 minutes. Cetrimonium bromide was added to 2% and NaCl to 1.5 M. The sample was
incubated at 50 C for 1 hour, mixing by inversion every 15 minutes. The sample was centrifuged at
6000 x G for 3 minutes. The supernatant was collected and transferred to a new tube. One volume
of 25:24:1 phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol pH 8.0 was added, and mixed by inversion. Phases
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were separated by centrifugation at 8000 X g for 3 minutes. The aqueous phase was transferred
to a new tube, where 1 volume of chloroform was added and mixed by inversion. The phases
were separated by centrifugation at 6000 X g for 3 minutes, and the aqueous phase transferred to
a new tube. One quarter volume of Tris-EDTA pH 8.0 was added to the chloroform, mixed, and
centrifuged as previously. The aqueous phase was removed and combined, and the chloroform
extraction was repeated once. After collecting the aqueous phase, sodium acetate (pH 5.2) was
added to 0.3 M, and 2 volumes of cold 70% ethanol was added, mixed by inversion. The mixture
was centrifuged at 16 000 X G for 2 minutes, and washed once with cold 70% ethanol. The pellet
was resuspended in TE bu↵er (10 mM Tris-Cl 1mM EDTA pH 8.0), and stored at 4 C until further
use. Short DNA fragments were then selectively removed using the Short Read Eliminator (SRE)
kit from Circulomics (Baltimore), and the sample was stored at 4 C until sequencing. DNA from
the same extraction was used for sequencing on both the Oxford Nanopore minION and Illumina
NextSeq 550 platforms.

5.2.2

DNA sequencing

An Oxford Nanopore minION flow cell R9.4.1 was used with the SQK-LSK109 Kit according to
the manufacterer’s protocol version GDE 9063 v109 revK 14Aug2019, with one alteration: for
DNA repair and end-prep, the reaction mixture was incubated for 15 minutes at 20 C and 15
minutes at 65 C. Basecalling was performed after the run with Guppy (Version 3.3.0). NanoPlot
(De Coster et al. 2018) was used to generate Q-score versus length plots and summary statistics.
The read N50 of the unfiltered reads was approximately 24 kb. Nanopore reads were not filtered
prior to assembly (as expected by the assembler).
For Illumina sequencing, the Nextera XT kit was used to prepare 2÷75 paired-end mid-output
NextSeq 550 run at the London Regional Genomics Center (lrgc.ca). Reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic v0.36 (Bolger, Lohse, and Usadel 2014) in paired end mode with the following
settings: AVGQUAL:30 CROP:75 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:25 MINLEN:50 TRAILING:15. SLIDINGWINDOW AND TRAILING were added to remove poor quality base calls. Only paired end
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Length
3.14
4.47
3.73
3.84
3.74
5.16
3.98
3.96
4.68
5.79
0.79
3.06
2.88

GC
62.8
64.4
63.9
63.5
72.4
42.6
66.9
71.9
66.1
66.3
51
65.9
64.4

C
R
98.59
0
100 2.82
100
0
98.59 1.41
100
0
98.59
0
100 1.41
98.59 2.82
100 2.82
100 2.82
85.92 4.23
100
0
100
0

Illumina
392
402
68
184
121
180
41
125
57
35
88
1107
94

Nanopore
193
94
32
67
39
97
16
57
17
14
36
355
35

rRNA tRNA Taxonomy
3
48
Parvibaculum
3
49
ZYF759
3
46
Hyphomonas
6
45
Blastomonas
6
63
UBA2363 sp.
9
40
Algoriphagus
6
51
Tabrizicola
3
53
JAAZBK01 sp.
6
52
Gemmobacter
6
55
Aquimonas
3
40
UBA6175 sp.
3
48
Brevundimonas
3
44
Glycocaulis

Table 5.1: Summary results for metagenomically-assembled circular genomes. Genome completeness, redundancy, taxonomy was predicted using Anvi’o. UBA6175 sp. corresponds to the
novel genome described in this report. Illumina and Nanopore columns represent the average read
depth of the genome. Length is reported in megabases, %C and %R refers to estimates of percent
completion and redundancy of single-copy core genes, respectively.
reads were retained.

5.2.3

Genome assembly

The raw long reads were used for long-read metagenomic assembly using Flye v2.6 (21) with
the parameters –meta -g 5m. Circularized contigs larger than 300 kb were extracted as putative genomes. Thirteen circular genomes were obtained, and taxonomy was predicted using anviestimate-genome-taxonomy (22), which uses the Genome Taxonomy Database (23).
To obtain a consensus sequence for each genome, long reads were first separated for each
genome by mapping all reads against each genome using minimap2 (24), following by filtering
long reads using Gerenuq with a minimum read length of 1000 and minimum query coverage of
90%. Short reads were filtered using samtools view -F 3848 (remove reads where the mate pair
doesn’t align, alignments are not primary, alignments are supplementary). Each group of reads was
subsequently used to polish the corresponding genome first with long reads using Racon (25) and
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Medaka (Oxford Nanopore Technologies), followed by polishing using the highly-accurate short
reads with Pilon (26).

5.2.4

Genome annotation and taxonomic prediction

Ribosomal protein sequences were annotated using anvi-run-hmms. To reconstruct metabolic
pathways, KEGG orthology (KO) terms were obtained for each amino acid sequence predicted
by progidal (27) using anvi-run-kegg-kofams. The KO predictions were then analyzed using the
KEGG mapper tool (28). Genomes were also annotated using prokka (29). Taxonomic prediction was performed using the Genome Taxonomy Database Toolkit (23), and the full taxonomy
is reported in Table 5.1. The taxonomy between the Genome Taxonomy Database and NCBI differ slightly for this radiation. For example, GTDB-tk refers to this radiation as Patescibacteria,
whereas NCBI-taxonomy refers to it as Saccharibacteria. We chose to use the Genome Taxonomy
Database nomenclature because it is solely dependent on the sequence of the genome. To build
a phylogenetic tree, the phylogenomic workflow was performed with Anvi’o (22). Concatenated
ribosomal protein sequences were used for alignment with MUSCLE, excluding the L30 and L9
proteins (2).

5.3
5.3.1

Results
Genome quality

From this community, we obtained multiple circularized and complete genomes (Table 5.1). The
genome for UBA6175 sp. is 794,452 bp long, with a GC content of approximately 51%. Sequencing coverage obtained for this genome averaged 88X for Illumina and 36X for nanopore (Table
5.1). Annotation by prokka (29) revealed 40 tRNAs, a single rRNA operon (5S, 16S, 23S), and
818 predicted coding sequences. Genome completeness and redundancy estimates in Table 5.1
were calculated using Anvi’o (22), which refers to the number of expected single copy core genes
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user genome
Algoriphagus

classification
d Bacteria;p Bacteroidota;c Bacteroidia;
o Cytophagales;f Cyclobacteriaceae;g Algoriphagus;
Aquimonas
d Bacteria;p Proteobacteria;c Gammaproteobacteria;
o Xanthomonadales;f Xanthomonadaceae;g Aquimonas;
Blastomonas
d Bacteria;p Proteobacteria;c Alphaproteobacteria;
o Sphingomonadales;f Sphingomonadaceae;g Blastomonas;
Brevundimonas d Bacteria;p Proteobacteria;c Alphaproteobacteria;
o Caulobacterales;f Caulobacteraceae;g Brevundimonas;
Glycocaulis
d Bacteria;p Proteobacteria;c Alphaproteobacteria;
o Caulobacterales;f Maricaulaceae;g Glycocaulis
Parvibaculum
d Bacteria;p Proteobacteria;c Alphaproteobacteria;
o Parvibaculales;f Parvibaculaceae;g Parvibaculum;
ZYF759
d Bacteria;p Proteobacteria;c Alphaproteobacteria;
o Rhizobiales;f Rhizobiaceae;g ZYF759;s ZYF759
Gemmobacter
d Bacteria;p Proteobacteria;c Alphaproteobacteria;
o Rhodobacterales;f Rhodobacteraceae;g Gemmobacter C;
Tabrizicola
d Bacteria;p Proteobacteria;c Alphaproteobacteria;
o Rhodobacterales;f Rhodobacteraceae;g Tabrizicola;
UBA6175
d Bacteria;p Patescibacteria;c Saccharimonadia;
o Saccharimonadales;f Saccharimonadaceae;g UBA6175;
UBA2363
d Bacteria;p Proteobacteria;c Gammaproteobacteria;
o Xanthomonadales;f UBA2363;g Pseudofulvimonas;
JAAZBK01
d Bacteria;p Actinobacteriota;c Acidimicrobiia;
o Acidimicrobiales;f JAAYBP01;g JAAZBK01;
Hyphomonas
d Bacteria;p Proteobacteria;c Alphaproteobacteria;
o Caulobacterales;f Hyphomonadaceae;g Hyphomonas;
Table 5.2: Taxonomic predictions of assembled genomes by the Genome Taxonomy Database
tool-kit (23).
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Figure 5.1: Complete genome of UBA6175 sp. A) Summary of the genome. From out to in:
Illumina sequencing depth (blue), Oxford Nanopore sequencing depth (filtered by 90% query coverage and minimum 5 kb length in orange, unfiltered in grey), GC content calculated in 1000 bp
windows, GC skew, coding sequences predicted by prokka on positive and negative strand, tRNA
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strand alignments have left facing arrow heads, positive strand alignments have right-facing arrow
heads. The black arrow is a read that spans both tRNA genes. Middle) GC content calculated in
100 bp windows. Bottom) Sequencing coverage, Illumina in blue, Nanopore in orange.

(4) that were found to be present. Although 85.92% completeness appears much lower than the
other bacteria that are near 100%, this is due to the reduced biosynthetic capability of Patescibacteria that is commonly observed. A low completeness score may suggest a genome is incomplete,
however, in this case it is expected given the predicted reduced metabolic capability.
To validate genome contiguity, nanopore reads were aligned and filtered to retain only reads
where more than 90% of the read aligned against the genome with a minimum read length of 1000
bases (Figure 5.2), where no drops in coverage indicates complete contiguity. Highlighted in red
is Region R1 in Figure 5.2 A). This region has a substantial increase in GC content to over 65%
(Figure 5.2 B). In addition, Illumina sequencing depth drops at the region. To ensure this was a not
an assembly error, we extracted and aligned long reads that partially (orange arrows) or completely
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(black arrow) spanned this region, confirming that contiguity is maintained, even though there is an
unusual increase in GC content. The noticeable drop in Illumina sequencing depth is also typically
indicative of an assembly error, however, the long overlapping reads demonstrates that there are no
gaps at this region.
To estimate the per-base error rate in the final assembly, we used Merqury, which evaluates
the k-mer content of the final assembly and compares it to high-quality Illumina reads (30). This
resulted in a quality value (QV) of 53, which corresponds to an error rate of less than 1 in 100,000
bases. This genome can therefore be considered a finished metagenomically-assembled genome
according to quality reporting standards previously established (a complete genome that is a gapfree genome with a consensus quality greater than Q50) (31).

5.3.2

Phylogenomic analysis reveals UBA6175 sp. belongs to Clade G1

The UBA6175 sp. genome lacks clearly defined orthologs of what was recently considered a universal ribosomal protein, L30 (32). In addition, it lacks an ortholog for a ribosomal protein that has
been previously found in all bacteria, L9. These ribosomal proteins seem to be functionally compensated by unknown molecular mechanisms. These ribosomal protein sequences were therefore
excluded from the phylogenomic analysis.
From the phylogenomic analysis, we found that UBA6175 sp. belongs to the previously defined
G1 clade (15). It appears to form a sister-clade with other genomes that were assembled from
environmental sources (2) relative to the majority of the other G1 bacteria sequences which are
associated with the oral microbiome.

5.3.3

UBA6175 sp. has reduced functional capability

A core gene set for G1 and G6 clades of Saccharibacteria (NCBI taxonomy) has previously been
shown that each clade contains unique and partial metabolic capabilities (33). The UBA6175 sp.
genome only encodes only a partial glycolysis pathway, lacking the ability to phosphorylate glucose in an ATP-dependent manner. Furthermore, it lacks the apparent ability to produce pyruvate.
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Figure 5.3: Metabolic model for UBA6175 sp. A) KEGG pathway analysis. KO terms for annotated genes were predicted using anvi-estimate-metabolism, and KEGG mapper was used to
analyze the pathways found. B) Metabolic model of UBA6175 sp. Figure created with Biorender.com. Gly3P; glyceraldehyde-3P, R5P; ribulose-5-phosphate, PPP; pentose phosphate pathway,
T4SS; type IV secretion system. C) Chemical structures of 1,4-Dihydroxy-2-naphthoate and 1adamantanecarboxylic acid.

The genome appears to completely lack genes encoding the oxidative phase of the pentose phosphate pathway, however it does encode a portion of the reductive pentose phosphate pathway. The
genome does not encode the TCA cycle, and also does not encode amino acid biosynthetic pathways. Interestingly, the genome does encode both purine and pyrimidine biosynthetic pathways,
with additional ribose-5-phosphate metabolic capabilities. Similar to other G1 genomes, UBA6175
sp. encodes an F1F0 ATPase. Taken together, UBA6175 sp. contains few of the (previously considered) essential pathways for bacterial life.
Annotation using prokka of the Region R1 of the genome revealed the presence of the gene
menH, demethylmenaquinone methyltransferase, which is one component of the pathway to synthesize menaquinol from 1,4-dihydroxy-2-naphthoate. The chemical structure is shown in Figure 5.4 C) with 1-adamantanecarboxylic acid, a compound that this algal-bacterial community is
known to degrade (20).
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257
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259

260
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263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
276

description

taxa

e value

Chryseoglobus sp. 28M-23
Chryseoglobus sp. 28M-23
Chryseoglobus sp. 28M-23

query
coverage
99%
98%
99%

0
9.00E-56
0

percent
identity
93.28%
92.63%
93.59%

hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
replication-relaxation
family protein
type IV secretory system
conjugative DNA transfer
family protein
hypothetical protein
methyltransferase

Chryseoglobus sp. 28M-23

99%

0

90.14%

Chryseoglobus sp. 28M-23
Chryseoglobus sp. 28M-23

98%
99%

90.14%
94.55%

hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
Scr1 family TA system
antitoxin-like transcriptional regulator
hypothetical protein
DUF3846
domaincontaining protein
type
I
restrictionmodification
system
subunit M
restriction endonuclease
subunit S
type I restriction endonuclease subunit R
hypothetical protein

Chryseoglobus sp. 28M-23
Acidithrix ferrooxidans
Agreia sp. VKM Ac-1783
Acidithrix ferrooxidans

99%
87%
94%
95%

5.00E-38
3.00E141
4.00E-63
2.00E-18
2.00E-49
7.00E-71

Chryseoglobus sp. 28M-23
Chryseoglobus sp. 28M-23

99%
99%

97.27%
95.98%

Mycobacteroides abscessus

99%

3.00E-69
1.00E118
0

Arthrobacter sp. FB24

98%

50.91%

Chryseoglobus sp. 28M-23

99%

2.00E124
0

Subtercola boreus

99%

94.42%

hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
cadmium-translocating Ptype ATPase
metal-sensitive transcriptional regulator
DUF305
domaincontaining protein
alpha/beta hydrolase
hypothetical protein
DUF305
domaincontaining protein
hypothetical protein
HD domain-containing
protein

Subtercola boreus
Leifsonia psychrotolerans
Chryseoglobus indicus

99%
90%
96%

1.00E143
0
5.00E-32
0

Chryseoglobus indicus

99%

8.00E-62

96.97%

Chryseoglobus indicus

99%

87.50%

Chryseoglobus indicus
Chryseoglobus frigidaquae
Chryseoglobus sp. 28M-23

99%
99%
99%

Chryseoglobus indicus
Chromobacterium sp. Panama

96%
46%

7.00E113
0
7.00E-59
7.00E107
0
1.00E-10

95.10%
55.71%
54.43%
46.85%

82.86%

94.91%

87.03%
57.84%
93.66%

86.67%
87.59%
91.84%
92.00%
32.74%

Table 5.3: Region R1 in the UBA6175 sp. genome contains predicted proteins that are from
Actinobacteriota. Region R1 was extracted and genes were predicted and converted to amino acid
sequencing using prodigal. BLASTP was then performed against the RefSeq database.
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5.3.4

Region R1 may have been recently acquired

Region R1 was found to have an increase in GC content from approximately 51% to over 65%.
While this may be considered evidence for a mis-assembly when a separate contig has an unexpectedly high GC content, ultra-long overlapping reads span the entire region, and many other
reads anchor the region to both sides, demonstrating that this region is fully contiguous. To investigate this region further, we predicted the genes in this region using prodigal (27), and performed a
BLAST search against the RefSeq database. We found that region R1 contained many proteins that
align with very high percentage identity from a recently deposited genome from Chryseoglobus sp.
28M-23 (NCBI assembly accession: ASM1973919v1), a member of the Actinobacteriota phylum.
According to the taxonomic predictions in Table 5.1, only 1 genome was predicted to belong to the
Actinobacteriota genus, JAAZBK01.
Predicted proteins for the region of the Chryseoglobus genome that region R1 shares high
protein similarity encodes a type IV secretory system conjugative DNA transfer protein and a
replication-relaxosome protein, which are typically found as components of conjugative plasmids
(34). It also encodes an accompanying type I complete restriction system (subunit M, S, and R).
Interestingly, this regions appears to contain a cadmium-translocating P-type ATPase adjacent to a
metal-sensitive transcriptional regulator (Table 5.3). Furthermore, annotation of tRNA genes using
Aragorn (35) revealed tRNA gene predictions immediately flanking region R1 on both sides, which
is a common characteristic of genomic islands (36).
Taken together, the increased GC content, flanking tRNA genes, the annotations of proteins related to conjugative plasmids, and the high similarity to another Actinobacteriota genome provides
strong evidence that this strain of Saccharimonadaceae contains a novel genomic island (36).

5.4

Discussion

Here, we have generated a high-quality genome of a novel strain of the enigmatic Saccharimonadaceae from the recently described Patescibacteria, directly from the metagenome of a hydrocarbon-
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degrading community. We use a novel long-read filtering method to demonstrate contiguity, as well
as a k-mer-based approach to estimate the per-base error rate for a de novo-assembled genome.
We found that this genome belongs an environmentally-derived G1 clade that is a sister to other
Patescibacteria derived from the oral microbiome, and conclude that this is a complete, finishedquality genome. To the best of our knowledge, we also conclude that this is the first Saccharimonadaceae genome reported with a genomic island.
The region R1 highlighted in Figure 5.2 contains several known criteria consistent with genomic islands (36). First, the tetranucleotide frequency is drastically di↵erent from the rest of the
core genome, and region R1 has an average GC content over 65%, whereas the remainder of the
genome has a GC content around 51%. Second, annotation of tRNAs revealed that region R1 is immediately flanked by tRNA genes. Integration into the 3’ end of tRNA genes is known to occur by
mobile genetic elements to generate such genomic islands (37, 38). Third, the presence of proteins
related to conjugative transfer suggest that this may be a self-mobilizable element, or may have
been mobilized in trans. We found a type IV secretory system conjugative DNA transfer protein,
a full type 1 restriction modification system (subunit M, S, and R), a heavy-metal translocating Ptype ATPase, and a gene involved in a biosynthetic pathway of compounds structurally similar to
naphthenic acids, in addition to several proteins with unknown function that are highly conserved
with a gram-positive Actinobacteriota. Lastly, the cadmium-translocating ATPase may improve fitness. Cadmium is known to be extremely toxic to micro-organisms (39) and cadmium is produced
as a by-product from mining bitumen in the Albertan oil sands, resulting in airborne and riverborne
contaminants released into the environment (40). The presence of a cadmium-translocating resistance gene in this Saccharimonadaceae strongly suggests that this is a recently acquired genomic
island to improve fitness in its natural environment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
observation of a high-GC genomic island acquisition event in Saccharimonadaceae. While no
direct repeats were found, many of the characteristics of genomic islands (36) are present, suggesting this is a recently acquired element to improve fitness. Given the high protein sequence identity
to Chryseoglobus, a gram positive Actinobacteriota, it is tempting to speculate that this genomic
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island may even be derived from its host bacterium, suggesting that direct DNA transfer between
the basibiont and epibiont may be possible under stress conditions. The presence of this genomic
island represents a major functional di↵erence between other G1 Patescibacteria, whereas many of
the G1 genomes have previously been shown to be highly syntenic (41).

5.5

Conclusions

We built a reference-quality metagenomically-assembled whole genome of a novel species of the
family Saccharimonadaceae derived from a Northern Albertan tailings pond. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first observation of a high-GC genomic island acquisition event in this
species. The genomic island contains genes that likely improve fitness in its natural environment,
and genes that may be involved in hydrocarbon degradation. Long-read sequencing technologies
and new metagenomic bioinformatic algorithms are enabling detailed genomic investigation of
previously uncharacterized bacteria that may contribute to a wide variety of relevant problems,
such as human oral health and even hydrocarbon degradation.
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Chapter 6
General discussion
A method to determine the sequence of DNA bases in an organism’s genome was first published
in 1977, enabling targeted and accurate sequencing of short regions (1). The improvements to
throughput, mainly enabled by automation, allowed humans to understand the genetic basis of
countless diseases by completing a draft of the first human genome in the early 2000s (2, 3).
However, DNA sequenced by nanopores enables ultra-long sequencing reads to be obtained, and
this has fundamentally changed what insights can be obtained in DNA sequencing data. The overall
goal of this thesis has been to explore this new type of sequencing data, develop new methods for
analysis, and directly apply them to better understand microorganisms, both novel and known.

6.1

On the definition of a “complete” genome

The question of whether a static genome assembly accurately recapitulates an organism’s genome
as found in nature has now become subject to debate since long read technology enables routine
“complete” genome reconstruction (4, 5). For many bacterial species, a “complete” genome may
be a single circular chromosome, and an accompanying small plasmid (if present). In eukaryotes,
a complete genome is often a collection of linear nuclear chromosomes, such as the 22 pairs of
autosomes and 1 pair of sex chromosomes in humans (6). A static representation of these genomes
as a text file generated from genome assemblies is the current standard (7). However, as researchers
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further investigate non-model organisms with unique biology, such as mixed bacterial communities
that cannot be cultured in a laboratory and non-human eukaryotes, it is becoming evident that a
static genome assembly may not be sufficient to accurately represent what exists naturally.
In mixed bacterial communities, integrative conjugative elements like conjugative plasmids or
genomic islands, are known to transfer functional capability throughout the community (8). When
the rate of horizontal gene transfer is high enough, it is possible that multiple versions of a genome
may exist for the same species within the same environment, each with unique mobile elements.
Now that circular bacterial genomes can be regularly assembled directly from DNA extracted from
bacterial communities without enrichment or culturing, if multiple genomic versions of the same
bacteria are present, which one is complete, and which one is incomplete? If two genomes di↵er
by only the presence or absence of a horizontal transfer event such as a genomic island, should this
be considered two unique genomes? Indeed, debate as to whether a bacterial genome should be
considered a mobile genetic element itself now exists in the literature (5).
Similarly, in eukaryotic organisms with high rates of mitotic recombination, like Phaeodactylum tricornutum, there can exist more than the 2 canonical haplotypes of the diploid genome since
the DNA sequenced is derived from a population of actively recombining cells, yet it is still inherently the same species with nearly the same functional potential. What constitutes “a complete
genome sequence” in such an organism where many variations naturally occur, even from a population of cells that asexually reproduce from a single cell (9)? Likely owing to this recombination,
the number of chromosomes in the species has not been resolved since the draft assembly was published in 2008, and recent estimates suggest it contains between 20 and 33 chromosomes (10, 11).
Using the novel approach described in Chapter 3 of this thesis, I was able to resolve the number of
chromosomes independently from our telomere-to-telomere genome assembly presented in Chapter 4 to provide two orthogonal, agreeing estimates for the number of chromosomes for this species.
Interestingly, while most of the chromosomes contained the expected 4 telomeres per chromosome
(2 per haplotype), there were 3 chromosomes that contained an unexpected number of telomeres,
and even one telomere that was found to align to the middle of a chromosome. This suggests
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that on top of mitotic recombination producing many gene-level haplotypes (like single nucleotide
polymorphisms), there may be chromosomal-level recombination at the telomeres between di↵erent pairs of chromosomes. While we were able to determine a base number of chromosomes for
Phaeodactylum tricornutum of 25, new questions arise. Is the number of chromosomes variable
depending on recombination activity? Are large portions of chromosomes recombined often? Are
certain chromosomes more likely to recombine than others? Where and why do the recombinations occur? Using the approaches I developed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, these questions could
be answered in the future using ultra-long read sequencing.
The work presented in this thesis provides further evidence that genomes are much more dynamic than what a static text file containing the order of deoxyribonucleotides may suggest, especially in understudied non-model organisms.

6.2

Long reads enable deeper biological inference from genome
assemblies

Genome assembly algorithms have become incredibly powerful as high-throughput sequencing
technologies have evolved, and we are now at the cusp of being able to routinely generate “complete” genome assemblies for nearly every sample sequenced without significant manual curation
(12). However, an evolving understanding of genomes requires an evolution of bioinformatic tools.
For example, it is no longer informative to report on the number and size of contigs if the output sequences are complete circular bacterial genomes; the size of the genome and number of plasmids
should be reported. In addition, since assembly of linear chromosomes can now be completed
telomere-to-telomere, it is much more biologically informative to report on the number and size of
the chromosomes than the number of contigs assembled. Ideally, these two pieces of information
would be congruent in a telomere-to-telomere genome assembly.
In addition, it has been shown that even the most recent genome assembly algorithms are not
perfect (13), highlighting the need to ensure that each assembled genome should be individually
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investigated. We found that alternating haplotypes in both bacteria and eukaryotes can be visualized by evaluating long-read sequencing coverage after filtering by read length and query coverage
(14, 15). Such a visualizations enables a strategy for identifying where mis-assemblies have occurred, where alternate functionally important haplotypes may exist, and allows researchers to
ensure a genome assembly is fully contiguous.
Nanopore sequencing enables biological inference that was not possible with previous technologies. I showed in Chapter 3 that is possible to estimate the number of chromosomes directly
from long sequencing without doing a genome assembly. Since this strategy only depends on the
presence of linear dsDNA elements and the telomere sequence, I hypothesize that this approach
could also be used to identify and validate other linear dsDNA elements, such as the recently
proposed extra-chromosomal element “borgs” (16). While eukaryotic nuclear chromosomes have
telomere repeats that are essential for this approach, borgs are hypothesized to contain kilobasesized terminal inverted repeats at the start and end of the elements that could be used instead. This
hypothesis remains to be tested.
Furthermore, visualizing filtered long-read sequencing depth enables a deeper understanding
than just the sequence itself. In Chapter 4, the long-read sequencing depth of chromosome 19 for
Phaeodactylum tricornutum was shown to be consistent across the entire chromosome, whereas the
observed sequencing depth for all other nuclear chromosomes varied due to alternating haplotypes.
In addition, only 2 telomeres were identified for this chromosome in Chapter 3. A new question
arises: why does chromosome 19 have no observed haplotype variation, unlike all other chromosomes? Diatoms are known to have a wide variety of reproductive mechanisms, often initiated by
environmental cues such as starvation conditions (17). While Phaeodactylum tricornutum is theorized to be capable of sexual reproduction, it has not been observed experimentally (18). Brown
algae (including diatoms) are known to contain a diverse set of reproductive mechanisms, yet
Phaeodactlyum tricornutum has only been observed to reproduce asexually. The single observed
haplotype of chromosome 19 is reminiscent of chromosomes with suppressed recombination, like
regions of sex chromosomes in other brown algae (19). A filamentous brown algae, Ectocarpus,
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contains a sex chromosome that includes a small sex-determining region, where recombination is
completely suppressed. Is there suppressed recombination over the entirety of chromosome 19
because the entire chromosome is sex-determining? This is a question that remains unanswered
for this species and requires further investigation. To the best of my knowledge, Chapter 3 and 4
provides the first demonstration that sequencing coverage alone can be used to determine that only
a single haplotype exists for chromosome 19 in Phaeodactylum tricornutum.
On the surface, long read sequence data may appear similar to short read sequence data with the
main di↵erences being read length and sequence quality. However, this thesis demonstrates that
long read sequencing data provides more than just the sum of assembled sequences. It encodes
biological information that was not possible to obtain with previous sequencing technologies.

6.3

Fully understanding genomes is required for synthetic biology

Methods to improve genome assemblies for both wet-lab and dry-lab have been presented in this
thesis, enabling deeper biological insights for both novel and previously known species, across two
kingdoms of life. Understanding as much as possible about genomes will enable future investigation into genetic modifications and synthetic biology applications.
P. tricornutum is gaining traction as a chassis for protein production since it can perform Nlinked glycosylation similarly to humans, meaning it can be used as a platform to produce biologically active human antibodies (20, 21). While Cas9 editing has previously been used to knockout
uracil and histidine biosynthetic pathways that can be rescued with a complementary plasmid in P.
tricornutum (22), the addition of genetic material to nuclear chromosomes may not be stable due
to mitotic recombination. If recombination in the middle of an operon occurs, it could become
non functional. However, data presented in Chapter 4 presents a unique target for the introduction
of exogenous pathways to P. tricornutum. Since recombination on chromosome 19 appears to be
suppressed, it may be a more suitable location for the integration of genetic material for synthetic
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biology applications. Integrating functional pathways onto this chromosome would likely provide
additional stability relative to other chromosomes since mitotic recombination does not occur as
frequently.
The complete genome of UBA6175 sp. presented in Chapter 5 revealed that a genomic island
was recently acquired. Engineering the genomes of Saccharimonadaceae has yet to be explored,
but may present an opportunity for a novel chassis for various synthetic biology applications. For
example, it was recently found that Saccharimonadaceae suppresses gingival inflammation by
modulating their hosts in the oral microbiome (23). This presents a unique, targeted application
that could benefit human health. Given the presence of a cadmium-resistance gene in the genomic
island, and the known heavy metal toxicity of tailings ponds in Northern Alberta (24), this finding
suggests that the genomic island was recently acquired to improve fitness. This means that it may
be possible to transfer functional genetic elements to this bacterium under selective pressure. Is it
possible to transform Saccharimonadaceae with exogenous DNA to introduce functional genetic
elements that could be beneficial to the human oral microbiome by further modulating their host?
Similar to the plasmid-based complementation approach used in P. tricornutum, could such an
approach be used to create a symbiosis between Saccharimonadaceae and a designer host? Saccharimonadaceae remain largely unexplored, especially in the context of genetic editing. The data
presented in this thesis suggests that it may be possible to transfer and integrate exogenous DNA
into these enigmatic bacteria via selective pressure.

6.4

Future work and final thoughts

A large portion of this thesis involved analyzing, interpreting, and developing a deeper understanding the newest type of DNA sequencing data: long reads. Nanopore sequencing is a rapidly
developing technology, and the analysis of the underlying data is evolving as well. A significant
question remains: how can one estimate the per-base quality of a de novo nanopore-only assembly
that does not have a comparable reference sequence available? This will be important to answer
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moving forward.
The over-arching reasons to completely and accurately understand the genomes of microorganisms is twofold: 1) understanding, diagnosing, and improving human health; and 2) understanding
micro-organisms that can be engineered and applied industrially to improve human health. Synthetic biology has the capability to vastly improve the quality of human life by enabling biological
manufacturing of compounds to treat disease, reduce environmental impact of manufacturing, and
even has the ability to correct human negligence, such as bioremediation of oil spills and plastics.
However, to engineer biology to benefit humans has one fundamental requirement: an accurate
and complete understanding of the DNA sequence of the biological chassis being used.
I strongly believe this thesis advances the methods needed to understand long read sequencing
data, and I demonstrated applications of these methods to projects to advance the field of synthetic biology. I showed that filtering long reads by query coverage can identify where additional
bacterial haplotypes exist. I developed the first approach to estimate the number of chromosomes
directly from long DNA reads only. Using these methods, I completed the first collapsed telomereto-telomere genome assembly for Phaeodactylum tricornutum, revealing additional information
about the fundamental biology of this species. I also showed for the first time that a bacterium
from the recently described phylum, Patescibacteria, is capable of acquiring a genomic island,
suggesting genetic manipulation may be possible. The methods and results presented in this thesis
push the boundaries of analysis in the DNA sequencing field, and enable further development in
the field of synthetic biology.

6.5
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Supplemental tables
Table B.1: Overlapping read path for long reads aligning to all
chromosomes. Alignment positions of individual reads are shown,
with minimum 10 000 base overlaps for all chromosomes.

Read name

Chromosome

Start alignment position

End alignment position

12f00f00-e76d-4849-a8df-03c55ddbcd53

chromosome 1

114

136747

8ddefd10-857a-48d7-b326-67e291254ea1

chromosome 1

86768

234048

5ad0cc7c-4bba-4f6e-b3a1-30efa627589f

chromosome 1

199274

336314

e8a72bec-d1da-48b8-917d-f9b252a801ef

chromosome 1

323715

431785

c869636e-895c-4f13-9ac0-a34f8↵03a22

chromosome 1

416134

549894

02ab0713-ad0f-457a-887e-cc29dd685bd7

chromosome 1

526114

667469

849096b1-06c4-4333-95b0-34fd0ddfcad3

chromosome 1

646247

777917

39bd608c-0c65-4f12-8dae-15cba2d1b6ef

chromosome 1

763020

902285

5755c8e4-5214-48e6-b9a5-0b39e07f2de9

chromosome 1

884700

1042388

e8584232-3ea1-4246-842b-1e77925b5906

chromosome 1

1010926

1112377

89027817-abae-46d7-9ec6-1ca675ccc304

chromosome 1

1096440

1217430

df5910c6-cfdd-4d5d-a603-154798bc42f0

chromosome 1

1181833

1303815

4971e5ad-03f1-4faa-ac8e-ed53be25871e

chromosome 1

1290299

1402507

9f1↵485-9261-4db4-8882-74d3c00f038d

chromosome 1

1351938

1532201

67ec7a07-dd6c-4e11-bb59-dfbd3728e92a

chromosome 1

1516334

1750877

adb55539-3eb6-4fee-8521-e09c88fd9574

chromosome 1

1689076

1801365

322f83be-3cbd-40cd-aa2d-a91413d6b004

chromosome 1

1774411

1909797

2a7f0757-9b65-40d3-a9e0-f91516ead697

chromosome 1

1895451

1989450

b7ae7052-843a-42cc-81bb-632a28e3a44d

chromosome 1

1949833

2086699

0d261bbb-37b8-46fc-af79-8671c6ecba59

chromosome 1

2051189

2182598

89077d2d-03a2-4298-8de0-de9↵e398dbb

chromosome 1

2152901

2302746

621035be-fe12-4ea3-ae3f-8148c464388b

chromosome 1

2260991

2402245

114

e975b3bd-c40c-4358-94be-4751a5bdd066

chromosome 1

2378661

2479980

c5b91fb2-a7fa-4810-ac73-d4884695820f

chromosome 1

2461612

2608159

3c694eb0-0f29-47b9-9b47-49698c992542

chromosome 10

23

151093

804a1af2-c165-4237-9fb3-7535e41e4878

chromosome 10

124996

240931

2ce972c5-b8c5-4b35-b9dc-62ed4b85c051

chromosome 10

221861

336680

e0cdee9e-847e-46b5-9a09-554f373c08b6

chromosome 10

325532

426973

404aefba-52a7-411d-8b30-3900c038bf8f

chromosome 10

413523

524727

67059b42-e049-40a5-87a2-a871550ce9a8

chromosome 10

511635

690826

253192b7-9745-4e56-a98f-525908b70ef6

chromosome 10

665132

765799

1bcc20da-8de6-47f7-b2da-9d5e54ca3bda

chromosome 10

750360

893299

560948ef-1ab8-4492-970d-2992852382ba

chromosome 10

853705

988919

e05e1e95-ecef-478f-8c1c-693f56e9b451

chromosome 10

924671

1107313

fd32ceba-f7c6-4006-96c1-d234a636bca9

chromosome 11

276

173234

08a17caa-c446-46d7-a24d-bef7fee5024d

chromosome 11

149183

266697

ac2aabd6-a8eb-473f-b6bd-1c25191ba7a6

chromosome 11

235927

350750

7435b6cf-e856-4236-ba08-8d233137a555

chromosome 11

333432

432324

e2a27806-c3f5-47e3-ad6d-1315a959d6a2

chromosome 11

419331

520375

8aa01b2b-b2a8-4b7f-8536-36927fd3da92

chromosome 11

470671

623243

556a3fa8-5808-42bf-9882-a5202b47770b

chromosome 11

611168

732271

23e3d146-7dee-45d6-acdf-80e9a322a459

chromosome 11

664359

817175

f7914d7e-3e9b-470f-8dcd-bd0743b689ba

chromosome 11

789847

938650

e502↵f8-bb07-40c4-8116-82585a8fdf45

chromosome 11

927214

1087283

fd64b582-6dba-4e69-accd-08aa3449c7f4

chromosome 12

115

85562

8d898dfd-ae94-4d2b-b91f-35c8196c30ca

chromosome 12

70317

186817

48cd2f70-63de-493f-a135-cd6f793a17d9

chromosome 12

163852

259688

83f7a48e-↵07-4c95-8559-2d2addb65781

chromosome 12

245249

374713

46df773b-5108-45dd-9cc8-7474c3f50a52

chromosome 12

350096

473995

3b3f3a16-bf60-4751-8eb2-abb5c93d2461

chromosome 12

457625

619824

115

5aa3e23c-1236-4838-8aca-d9f96093a48c

chromosome 12

584213

730312

9a352b56-fbd6-4773-a0b6-747be5310b26

chromosome 12

707543

868869

9c312f33-3124-4d77-8208-c9f1b6105dc1

chromosome 12

829326

962049

ec3ac61f-c7b6-438b-b68b-badcbec7ac4a

chromosome 12

896670

1052199

5cecf314-a28b-4f56-ac87-11↵72199e76

chromosome 13

23

166678

c91b6704-5aa9-4f37-b2a3-3b32e1aae334

chromosome 13

149281

249725

cc95c95e-fa91-43fe-b3↵-6fdf23b561e5

chromosome 13

223099

333023

8a572e36-a7be-4111-9cdb-5cbe3aeb1179

chromosome 13

314088

452288

82e19b5e-0260-42eb-bf09-6d248a9743b5

chromosome 13

418815

567741

af15c4cb-↵70-4188-9cc7-7aaaa546d972

chromosome 13

535742

721913

ed4b6eaa-6636-4b94-9edd-4c225584ac6e

chromosome 13

691888

811121

8b8b6fe4-9ca9-48e3-86ea-6ae2dfd82486

chromosome 13

742389

959195

6b35a049-221c-49b2-8852-fa9f9c1681ba

chromosome 13

791947

959195

608aca5e-be1b-4ee4-81f9-1920a49949b1

chromosome 14

277

180092

79f4a2c1-a83e-4812-9dc7-d6629088a59a

chromosome 14

114805

299165

5364b93e-66c4-489b-b8ae-447b7dddfa8a

chromosome 14

282282

377464

695517e6-6acc-490e-b8bd-2fb89a068424

chromosome 14

321148

447701

cedd0312-f98d-4a7b-9b5a-f9ddcb28d697

chromosome 14

430009

532304

c3e3ea87-e08e-4c6d-b792-5593↵229c8d

chromosome 14

505657

630128

79222fe8-0183-496b-a49d-a96c49890b87

chromosome 14

601106

700867

6df530f0-c6e9-4d4e-9651-f33c1921325e

chromosome 14

665120

806315

b60a0834-e03e-4b59-9905-91a19d50a9bf

chromosome 14

783196

898569

a59ef52a-a591-4efd-bc8c-e31e85eea867

chromosome 14

783802

898569

0319f14c-ec17-44ee-b7b3-a91c86a714fb

chromosome 15

118

167265

aa3a32bd-5daf-4f27-b1cb-51341b1be694

chromosome 15

75021

223190

a3ac3cba-aad0-4db5-b8e1-f89e55d68006

chromosome 15

209461

312101

9540128d-9230-4419-8980-80906d8f2427

chromosome 15

286891

392930

d996585b-b3b2-4df7-b3fb-6a0947b46811

chromosome 15

376529

479502

116

a4f2784c-7181-4072-b02a-205fd124b918

chromosome 15

456881

566293

1cf06f06-3ee6-4312-845c-9796e88ef1f7

chromosome 15

541540

666635

816fd6be-24c5-4468-a237-835505893935

chromosome 15

635758

782946

00272977-eefb-4433-aef5-08b9875837ef

chromosome 15

740777

897220

5a78fdf2-e3ee-4c95-8a28-cd5973bebf84

chromosome 16

7

129040

2bbd1e91-0cc9-4173-8ca2-4bd29e4c46c8

chromosome 16

107457

222099

10486b3d-833a-4ac7-8a68-dc1c0d45b400

chromosome 16

209715

330236

37116640-302b-42d1-9c3a-24b06168dd0d

chromosome 16

313180

412904

e738bd89-543a-4175-a48e-318a7fb27584

chromosome 16

393694

485590

5a26↵32-e6ca-4e0f-b9b8-1ee817b49752

chromosome 16

469852

566970

e5d3879c-0897-4cf8-afe2-c73b4cae1355

chromosome 16

550311

664516

0618c102-a712-4db5-9536-e5ed32557dc8

chromosome 16

652132

799293

f2854750-a9a7-46de-bca4-fa31eb541001

chromosome 16

679626

860792

2d3cc462-ed7a-48e5-b644-190c2ec805aa

chromosome 17

13

153402

dfbeb09c-13e8-4dfa-b143-c35a21ced137

chromosome 17

121241

251502

14204815-c12a-4b80-955b-1b0a75e7019f

chromosome 17

238696

362986

6259d1ef-7094-4ee5-946b-46d5ef884597

chromosome 17

334304

462074

87b64719-cc61-4ec7-9057-ad13b8fcd82a

chromosome 17

428354

545134

5db7afba-16fa-4ee7-9f8d-4dd3f9a52613

chromosome 17

491315

622065

3b1a45a9-85a7-401d-bede-↵197de3426d

chromosome 17

601518

725862

382399c3-3c1d-445c-bb06-7c78ef5552a4

chromosome 17

646840

803256

7349c3af-22ec-4e8c-b058-e812252fc34a

chromosome 18

21

143486

6c7e2361-8089-4f6a-b017-10cd463a7f20

chromosome 18

129407

262616

9c585b96-ebdd-4ebc-a906-38e5912ee321

chromosome 18

228810

355086

2aa07c11-9128-43b7-ba0b-5c5ca1a57d52

chromosome 18

273058

436104

6d905d41-c836-4ead-b3b8-df78fd25bec8

chromosome 18

415063

568497

e44ae5fb-ec74-4130-a879-8978f87e8100

chromosome 18

538581

691109

6358442f-df16-4a55-9673-2f683e7abca5

chromosome 18

620587

759491

117

c1516352-fa7c-43ec-958a-df2a0a19da31

chromosome 19

254

209878

be10ef4a-e889-4e17-923e-79b804a0a38c

chromosome 19

189393

331315

5caed681-b5f7-41f3-ad2e-55fd53e1d65c

chromosome 19

275394

463038

518a6d52-2299-4d38-9fb8-3e5279500622

chromosome 19

443988

555670

84f0d0f5-0ea1-454a-a1f2-87942784f1f6

chromosome 19

525235

634173

56f4a83a-c65b-41ea-806d-8e170e4b8f22

chromosome 19

587246

716698

23b9a525-c8c8-4b82-818c-7ce8ef1444bf

chromosome 2

243

161521

c8a1f040-7f9d-48f2-bd99-27212a6d0673

chromosome 2

137112

273086

7fc19c4b-4cbf-4e6d-92a4-88e0fa0c6b19

chromosome 2

249533

384553

f9930e75-9d20-40e6-903d-3f8c95d550fd

chromosome 2

366838

508025

06a8c0c7-1ae2-410c-8472-6a7fe4a90191

chromosome 2

496715

628189

dd35d79e-6816-4273-9ed5-3d2f2d00c845

chromosome 2

584761

727489

a7f19f1a-e9ca-4931-8932-6501ad8e6a99

chromosome 2

710715

809649

6a879493-28a2-4cbd-8976-017c21d23853

chromosome 2

784055

863988

53d86224-746a-44a6-b↵0-c59ecb98ce93

chromosome 2

794010

863988

0cd900f1-0e72-44c5-bb76-e77e1d8430e2

chromosome 2

836457

979102

e0f36c4d-2853-45f8-bc8d-658376ec2670

chromosome 2

968281

1110417

276c9d00-265c-44f2-85fe-65e985c819be

chromosome 2

1072604

1207483

8fa9f46f-0ef3-46e8-8dba-40e76132539d

chromosome 2

1195322

1336141

9b419501-2703-4c05-ab37-40cdf8142d24

chromosome 2

1299544

1418016

515daccf-c98f-49fa-8fe4-21286f0325e4

chromosome 2

1384896

1527963

56bebddb-9f72-4383-8f54-31435ac99a00

chromosome 2

1509554

1634366

0043feb7-6d31-4cdf-b86a-2b16db1e7dcc

chromosome 2

1602716

1733943

67d56bf8-2e92-4f58-bdd3-2c569f048741

chromosome 2

1720401

1824441

e613e658-284b-471e-b942-5c6b7e93e69e

chromosome 2

1791377

1982710

3fe7b8f6-cfda-4fc3-ae32-d56778↵967d

chromosome 2

1874866

2059771

87f48e33-5c0d-47ef-9201-b6480d7d460c

chromosome 2

2043847

2186350

8679c0da-2852-450e-93ae-c1af1af6dfc4

chromosome 2

2171292

2285476

118

6dba74de-68be-49d1-bf4a-754ebfc1b2ca

chromosome 2

2261185

2499617

bab5401c-a984-41a1-8640-e1c669ac363a

chromosome 20

8

132179

d7a2a8ae-f903-450a-98c6-46cb085fd032

chromosome 20

108717

219383

c48e15cd-61c2-43d4-98de-de54b8ee8bde

chromosome 20

208378

350723

95↵1dcb-f261-42d6-b884-99618a6cd75c

chromosome 20

340592

470209

ee4a80bb-a2fd-41ab-bb10-02c3e363c56a

chromosome 20

459898

562358

a05e7863-5a4e-4a87-b72b-d2b67ea37↵0

chromosome 20

547442

639179

9c↵d23c-b5d4-4a1e-a953-8457b0fe9064

chromosome 20

588436

709261

156c4bed-e40f-445c-b302-8fe3818efeec

chromosome 20

591736

709261

66e9ee60-4578-4690-8419-274e02afb64f

chromosome 20

606085

709261

2659e7bc-d427-4365-ad41-b5b16eb947f0

chromosome 21

7

121509

68b1c0bd-5cf9-41f7-a2e8-1961bdd8ebc9

chromosome 21

110024

256071

4e31ae16-aa15-4ec3-b9de-eb4701f28c10

chromosome 21

213813

351018

c80d1aef-ef18-4bb8-ae78-8e1c6677db36

chromosome 21

338324

470014

f5519510-52ca-4b51-bcba-45ca83059715

chromosome 21

454386

518226

65c32665-1e9c-4bbb-b874-a517d677684d

chromosome 21

454409

518226

967f9512-5117-4fe6-86fd-97ab1fb467b1

chromosome 21

502558

629488

6642ab40-f256-4bde-b187-a02417c1c863

chromosome 22

6

155427

d99099d1-633c-4e7c-aabe-f972e0ecaa4b

chromosome 22

108837

255877

5184a123-581c-467c-a086-c48325fdca40

chromosome 22

245259

338430

cd62b7fc-5073-449d-9981-e5f6fa45a851

chromosome 22

321877

469799

4aca853a-4e19-4c9f-83e8-eabfc691c64f

chromosome 22

455831

539480

411ef6c2-9f98-4092-8297-a8c1c29ea80f

chromosome 22

528371

587838

4a1587b0-3750-43a7-bbfb-28b86d81c188

chromosome 22

529096

587838

f86f7aee-7313-4bd7-b015-f2a480d0a0f5

chromosome 23

237

144930

7740e20d-efc1-4b0f-9583-3b8858139b28

chromosome 23

105509

269152

fd61220d-2a9d-4320-a684-a26b46cea5ed

chromosome 23

257295

352483

6931b23b-211a-4df5-b219-7bf9f64fdc70

chromosome 23

301884

444163

119

8ed4a931-e2f9-4424-8bd0-299e3213c9c6

chromosome 23

428963

557587

bae7ee75-28fc-46a3-9e0a-bfda6c39aa78

chromosome 24

225

173784

7aaf5650-91e5-4fb2-9338-2dfd09341fa5

chromosome 24

151555

271818

3e6b469c-6e92-44c6-ba3c-e77629987c8b

chromosome 24

240823

336942

906934e0-045c-4704-81bb-ae480eb747b5

chromosome 24

302376

428307

8ee4821e-e794-4523-a5de-e91829a73689

chromosome 24

403399

546597

69f4cadb-db35-447a-a4b0-5ed9f99203b5

chromosome 25

7758

176334

96a3e0a6-44a1-4676-a4dc-b278bad22309

chromosome 25

163319

284218

799baf0e-eb00-4eb3-8bd5-e928a6c71c5d

chromosome 25

163322

284218

486066ef-803e-4f49-a12c-2cca949613be

chromosome 25

264162

372482

e468c1f4-8144-48e9-a57a-561dfc2e1022

chromosome 25

330356

442942

59eddacf-6bb2-42c7-a656-033304284c51

chromosome 25

393239

516877

331c489e-1073-48ab-bd89-f2e56147e81b

chromosome 3

324

192911

989455aa-29ef-4ca3-9566-656c89fce083

chromosome 3

169538

287647

1c7ad41d-1d78-471c-b1a5-7f54fecfb2db

chromosome 3

262693

357246

26910f91-25e2-49f5-b4ab-bd42bd364987

chromosome 3

305563

438328

d06f6d72-52fb-41↵-bcef-e6de97bbc139

chromosome 3

424722

567980

150f276a-3a9b-4447-94d7-22df86727c6c

chromosome 3

547991

685015

4a4d2a61-37ad-4beb-ae52-06e017030635

chromosome 3

666113

798674

489656b9-fa00-470a-8b05-af6bb02457fd

chromosome 3

773989

921175

42178f6f-bdf7-4864-b09e-da4c7f2b00e4

chromosome 3

895386

1002884

7a9aa205-26dd-45b2-9561-d451554a3f74

chromosome 3

975675

1082935

e99d32d3-3152-48d6-b700-b84ea2f1e7ca

chromosome 3

1055343

1200920

1d01e563-833f-4163-82a6-955068c223c2

chromosome 3

1174330

1298509

ef3e1328-4490-47b2-b958-8b74cef3d134

chromosome 3

1276295

1446243

6b799515-fb66-446d-8cd1-8b710a276f84

chromosome 3

1428129

1511230

304f93ae-9e44-475f-93ed-f4ddf8733dc8

chromosome 3

1491392

1633015

299f73ef-5c1d-433a-9f9e-fd0dd6450057

chromosome 3

1617255

1718061

120

503eca2a-ba25-480c-9c5b-ae1bb2cc9c35

chromosome 3

1699799

1782530

38d4c46b-9383-43b6-9f51-bcbd6b02ccbb

chromosome 3

1746039

1854171

1688cfd1-a4b7-4a78-bf28-0d61a13730d8

chromosome 3

1836150

1951814

0b5abe69-5031-41e1-82ca-2cf43ea42b98

chromosome 3

1940830

2064735

f43955a0-1ecd-40c5-a513-b8c1ad9aadc9

chromosome 4

68

129623

3f861d0e-c22c-42fc-9731-007ab0616106

chromosome 4

115433

240549

7890e17f-1958-4d31-a4e7-83f54c70↵29

chromosome 4

208978

361937

8f0697a4-556c-4228-9638-98cc7a72441e

chromosome 4

325057

431775

b9d51e62-a489-4b13-bc0e-fc697f336ed3

chromosome 4

408636

536604

22fabd25-2ae0-4309-973f-d35↵731ac44

chromosome 4

508106

631124

48b23dca-6b77-496f-84a1-09ab05603bd3

chromosome 4

600919

735413

a91d8↵2-9a94-4c3a-bf30-2e7677b01260

chromosome 4

663785

817344

5↵9a519-7760-4e45-bc0f-9fe4b6c5a2d4

chromosome 4

806649

912523

a3804d2f-21b6-4c56-8daa-6cd87b3378bf

chromosome 4

897405

1000693

eeb6abdb-7938-4c76-aec3-615439be53b5

chromosome 4

989307

1064558

cfd804bc-0cc4-4eb1-8730-dec↵afdee66

chromosome 4

1044495

1167527

d7b21e6b-093d-4b69-8919-11b9b26935bc

chromosome 4

1152362

1290587

c8b3ce54-b3ac-456c-b15b-0a477ddab691

chromosome 4

1278393

1461254

a689a14d-d655-40dd-9a10-09caf2edef58

chromosome 4

1450998

1525394

0a6beea3-a5a4-4e8b-aa99-ce66c66c1db8

chromosome 4

1488013

1629129

da6c68c8-cf05-4e44-af50-eb803bf37467

chromosome 5

118

134742

3ef61844-89bb-4ed6-9999-8b60b0ed63ec

chromosome 5

102255

231687

7c296fd4-5c14-4b24-93e4-463d6eaf2212

chromosome 5

211385

365477

ef1d3ae4-bdad-40cd-8eef-c0bf7754b8fd

chromosome 5

283562

468306

2ce5bf92-3ddd-4de8-9798-f78fa1d8805a

chromosome 5

435592

594126

5a59f3db-a8ac-4671-82d6-d6aa9f87f827

chromosome 5

576008

715463

cd331167-4d49-4360-82be-c734beeb22ce

chromosome 5

675228

816374

7e3ce048-a6b2-4d1d-8338-066ee321601f

chromosome 5

769522

916733

121

6094ccd3-296b-49cd-804a-a09d49f47d5e

chromosome 5

893755

1003331

5f6855ed-19cd-4a36-b901-bbec0f5f9d41

chromosome 5

987604

1112477

a13425cc-c991-454b-b1bd-3fa08b5549c6

chromosome 5

1072370

1210018

58a500e7-18f9-4bac-9a30-ddb316951da7

chromosome 5

1199633

1316915

eac54856-bed7-478f-8e60-cba6610e6bd8

chromosome 5

1299262

1439487

c55cdef9-aa9b-4bca-8664-18e0b026daa2

chromosome 5

1411315

1554809

90f6f461-64dd-46c9-b660-3fb0301d0055

chromosome 6

158

148399

21a36c85-aeb3-4add-98ec-74dc76993476

chromosome 6

135971

245763

1ea18722-9f12-4ef2-a8d9-1df2bfd5ba32

chromosome 6

214225

328547

3e888b72-8c5c-40c9-ae2d-e14b4b0cd947

chromosome 6

314122

398982

9f37b53f-d299-4e07-a828-72656f347167

chromosome 6

383792

499382

82b941dc-e029-470b-b4ba-00dcf69684ac

chromosome 6

458264

576468

7da496c6-a104-4f8c-b836-6214bbba0b07

chromosome 6

522287

714888

ca3e7f07-507f-4a87-99d6-763a1073d67c

chromosome 6

681100

857745

7de32eca-52e3-42cb-abd6-9009a0743e0f

chromosome 6

846967

941407

0a14ee38-302f-4bab-b12c-90c2db22bd24

chromosome 6

914867

991437

12e72327-cd41-44a0-b3e8-8ea3fb347f9f

chromosome 6

961535

1099373

cd79b6dd-f4ac-459c-9203-4b2↵a30cad0

chromosome 6

1076731

1185590

c16adc6b-d1c8-4a3a-8b80-7aa0a68f3103

chromosome 6

1154576

1273426

71072cfc-246c-474f-884f-fe2e44360243

chromosome 6

1223399

1394473

c25a15e8-5bf2-405b-8402-f172cd7105fa

chromosome 6

1301551

1417080

57b77647-a9cf-4c65-b838-b56144fa9999

chromosome 7

102

181816

2f7ab6b0-dfc4-4968-8996-9c20a33568f0

chromosome 7

150208

262514

4c085c96-2ac8-48f3-8f82-88d4297a9098

chromosome 7

237176

373499

e54137c4-868a-45c6-8519-a57a0ba38b55

chromosome 7

338738

486183

6c60aed9-e47c-4a8c-9123-f059e3db3f77

chromosome 7

460869

592894

717d↵b9-5a8d-4353-8e45-bdccfd661ef5

chromosome 7

541219

705237

296e26a3-57d3-4ec7-b24b-30ab172fb363

chromosome 7

690701

798913

122

e1253bbe-7e77-4789-85cf-2c73c5269aef

chromosome 7

760234

932493

a1792b82-69c6-4281-8070-56a4a5fcf1af

chromosome 7

886385

1019103

15bf5e80-7a75-4eb6-a2f9-0831d9e22↵e

chromosome 7

988285

1124615

35c95a35-025d-4cb6-be29-12fd5cf1b238

chromosome 8

9

144388

b4fef834-54e4-47ad-852d-f3fed8a4b6af

chromosome 8

128582

231423

da370162-9ec4-49c0-b6ce-6f6fdfc56156

chromosome 8

209735

315450

535364c8-72a8-478a-829c-5cd4a9962db8

chromosome 8

278337

410214

70e146fa-04f7-4bb0-a3c4-2e147888a73d

chromosome 8

365211

506223

5373a7be-8809-46ad-8cbc-12↵47b53963

chromosome 8

451560

597661

af778c23-bc26-473f-85b1-bfa297bb6987

chromosome 8

580511

664133

5e5674d0-d15b-4631-bf79-a57a86a6665f

chromosome 8

602139

762161

a24018a0-1567-426a-9917-d43ee341d957

chromosome 8

740307

820291

b06b35f9-3c38-485c-be77-d1c7db96ddb3

chromosome 8

805390

927686

98415a1a-fc70-4ed8-82eb-68af65ddc9f4

chromosome 8

910488

1007230

da19e7d2-5e90-4↵2-8ad7-8001f6c9d30d

chromosome 8

976850

1122323

31de7c71-8d2c-4a11-a11b-254f8541732b

chromosome 9

3

157978

8f6b2e24-e37a-4e55-84e7-165522d8897e

chromosome 9

147876

257744

de180526-e9d1-429d-b299-9ccbc2f57d24

chromosome 9

241949

339822

762b011e-0f94-4593-bbe3-98d7439e3d07

chromosome 9

316334

398015

2eb3ab7a-1050-49be-91a9-2539f11b4941

chromosome 9

384735

462047

94638ecc-70b2-41fc-b3cd-dfef01ec6cf8

chromosome 9

442317

620200

78202699-32ac-41af-9ae5-743b46f3fa96

chromosome 9

576141

744220

c6729300-e66a-46df-8256-e5f4c0f66bf9

chromosome 9

731241

858221

0460d05e-2ad0-4e93-8862-2790f89ded4f

chromosome 9

831034

944725

a101f7f1-7984-4102-a049-619767540fb2

chromosome 9

934696

1065587

d27d72e6-a9a5-44e5-ad39-aa527000bae9

chromosome 9

968928

1108070
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Table B.2: Quality value estimates obtained from Merqury and Illumina reads
Chromosome
k-mers (assembly only) All k-mers found
QV
Error rate
Chromosome 1
58052
2597765
28.7662 0.00132855
Chromosome 2
54615
2507151
28.8782 0.00129472
Chromosome 3
52103
2057091
28.2161 0.00150797
Chromosome 4
41719
1629113
28.1678 0.00152484
Chromosome 5
39504
1555004
28.2029 0.00151254
Chromosome 6
43532
1417141
27.3669 0.0018336
Chromosome 7
31066
1124607
27.8345 0.00164644
Chromosome 8
30254
1122370
27.9423 0.00160609
Chromosome 9
30223
1110319
27.8993 0.00162206
Chromosome 10
23142
1107373
29.0603 0.00124156
Chromosome 11
15495
1087430
30.7373 0.000843861
Chromosome 12
21797
1052218
29.0989 0.00123059
Chromosome 13
22976
959307
28.4619 0.00142499
Chromosome 14
21001
898560
28.5693 0.00139017
Chromosome 15
24054
897214
27.9662 0.00159729
Chromosome 16
24998
860814
27.6145 0.00173203
Chromosome 17
26223
803240
27.0985 0.00195053
Chromosome 18
20184
759555
28.0051 0.00158303
Chromosome 19
659
716913
42.6684 5.40951e-05
Chromosome 20
15323
709249
28.9145 0.00128396
Chromosome 21
14661
629742
28.5864 0.0013847
Chromosome 22
15406
587823
28.0659 0.00156102
Chromosome 23
18157
557573
27.1096 0.00194554
Chromosome 24
15073
546827
27.844 0.00164286
Chromosome 25
12389
516868
28.4584 0.00142612
Chloroplast
9
117354
53.4569 4.5114e-06
Mitochondrion
110
92768
41.5621 6.97892e-05
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